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A B S W C T  

.Uthough dornestic violence against women is a leading cause of injury in our 

society. resultins in repeated use of hospital emersency services, the literature sug-ts 

that domestic violence is difficult to detect without universal screning practises. 

This research project aimed to determine the impact of routine screening on the 

frequency of domeaic violence detection in a hospital adult emergency depamnent. The 

research was s ided  by a Single System A B research design and Quasi-Experùnental 

Non-Equivalent Cornparison Group design. Evaluative criteria developed by researchers 

Stark. Flitcratt and Frazier ( 1979), was used to identify patterns in domestic violence 

documentation from both periods of this study, in order to determine if detection of 

domestic violence had increased with the introduction of routine screening in the second 

period. Tick sheets completed by emergency staff in the B, or screening phase, 

documented patient responses to screening, as well as barriers percieved to prohibit 

screening. Requests for referral from the Ernergency department to the hospital Social 

Work department were totailed in a penod preceeding routine screening, and durins the 

screening penod. .As well, findings fiom this study were cornpared with findings from a 

similar study of routine screening conducted out of a Vancouver hospital emergency 

depanment (Gninfeld Ritmiller. Mackay, Cowan & Hotch, 1994). A total of 99 1 

emergency records were analyzed in this study, with 506 records in the pre-screening 

period. and 185 records from the screening penod. 

The findings indicate that detection of domestic violence could be improved in the 

emergency department, and the routine screening protocol introduced may be a valuable 
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tool towards this goal. A small but statistically siflcant trend towards positive and 

adequate documentation of domestic violence was evident in General Emergency 

Documentation in the routine screening penod. Staf participation in the routine screening 

protocol was not "routine". as only 24.5 % of the women were screened in the B phase. 

One referral to the Department of Social Work occurred in the second phase of the 

Winnipeg project. 

Approximately 1% of Fernale patients' records in both phases of this study 

contained documentation of domestic violence. however, an additional 22.9% of fonns 

contained documentation that reflected the possibility of domestic violence, according to 

rating criteria used for analysis (Stark et al, L979). A substantial level of domestic 

violence was detected ( 1 3 -4% of women screened) when 1 1 9 women were screened for 

domestic violence. The screening mechanism tested in this study clearly was useful in 

detecting domestic violence, however, its documentation was generally limiteci to the data 

sheets used in the B phase of this study, and was not evident in the General Emergency 

Documentation analyzed in both penods of this research. 

Staffat Vancouver's Hospital and Health Sciences Centre ernergency department 

detected domestic violence in 6.4% of the women they screened and screened 59.4% of 

the female patients in their screening period. Nurses in Winnipeg identified their own 

discornfort with the screening protocol as the most muen t  b k e r  to screenins, while 

language bamers and the presence of relatives were the most common identified barriers 

preventing domestic violence screening by Vancouver nurses. 
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Domestic violence against women is a pervasive problem in our society and a 

major public health concern, resulting in repeated use of hospital emergency rooms, 

personal phyicians and ciinics (Turner & Cheapec MacLeod. 1987; Loring & Smith, 

1994). Social science research shows that systems fdures play a role in maintaining the 

problem (Harris & Dewdney, 1994. p. 58: Johnson 1985, pp. 1 12-1 14; Hatty, 1987). 

.Mons with social service and police systems, hospital emergency department policies and 

protocols have corne under the scrutiny of social science research (Stark, Flitcrafl& 

Frazier. 1979; Stewart, 1993; Bowker & Maurer, 1987). Findings generally point to an 

inadequate emegency department response that typicdly begins with aafffailure to 

identiQ battered women (Tilden, 1989; Lonng & Smith, 1994; Issac & Sanchez, 1994). 

Emergency depanment personnel freguently "treat" and "release" wornen without 

detecting or addressing the cycle of violence that causes their injuries and threatens their 

health. When the actual cause of battered women's injuries is unidentified, care given by 

the emergency department is limited and often inappropriate. Low rates of detection seem 

to persist unless hospital emergency departments screen women routinely for domestic 

violence (Stewart, 1993; Bowker & Maurer, 1987; Loring & Smith, 1994; Stark, Flitcrafi 

& Frazier, 1979). Appropriate, efficient and empowerins care of battered women in 

emergency departments is dependent on accurate identification of battered women. 

This report presents a research project aimed at determinhg the impact of routine 

screening for domestic violence againa women, on rates of domestic violence detection in 
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a hospital emergency department. Chapter one wiii explore the empirical and theoreticai 

context underpinning this research, giving particuiar attention to literature related to the 

role of hospital emergency departments in addressing domestic violence against women. 

Methodolog used in this project will be described in Chapter two. Chapter three presents 

the study's tindings. The final chapter in this report offers a discussion of the tïndings. 



incidence Rate of Battering 

Radical ferninists in the mid-seventies were the first to draw attention to the 

problem of domeaic violence against women in the mid-seventies. Now the battering of 

women is recognized as a senous and widespread problem in our society (MacLeod, 

1987: Turner & Shapiro, 1986; H e m ~  1992. p. 2). According to the records of shelters 

and other helping asencies in Canada, approGrnately one million women (one in seven or 

eiqht) are battered each year (Macleod 1987, pp-6-7)- In a recent survey of Canadian 

women who had ever married or had cornmon-law relationships with men, 29% had 

esperienced physical or semal violence from their male partners (Rogers. 1994). The 

study. reponed by Statistics Canada, used a sample consisting of 12, 300 randomly chosen 

women. a sample representative of the population of Canadian women who had been in 

eligible relationships. The study limited its definition of violence to behaviour considered 

an otfense under the Canadian Criminal Code. A total of4% of battering cases in this 

study resulted in physical injury to the woman. 

Battering is a leading cause of injury to women (Cher 1988 ) with physical effects 

rangin- from minor bruises to death. Stark, Flitcraft and Frazier (1992) assert that 

battering accounts for approximately 22 to 35 percent of women who seek treatment in 

hospital emergency roorns, while others have found that approximately 10% of al1 injuries 



to women presentins at emergency departments are caused by battering (Kun & Stark. 

1988). LMore injuries to North Amencan women result corn battering than from rape, 

rnusgng and automobile accidents combined (Stark and Flitcraft. 1988. pp. 293-3 18). 

Batterin% rape and other foms of domestic violence are so integrated with women's lives 

that they can hardly oè described as outside the raqe of usual experience (Herman. 1992. 

p. 53: Pressman. 1989. p. 2 1). 

Definition o f  Battering 

Wife abuse. woman abuse, spouse abuse, domestic violence, or conjugal violence 

are al1 terrns used interchangeably with the tem batterinp. Differences in these labels 

emphasize or de-emphasize the marital nature of the violence, the gender issues associated 

with it. and attribution of responsibility for the violence. The terni battering refers aimost 

exclusively to violence perpetrated by men against women with whom they are in intimate 

relationships (Getnier & Pagelow. 1990, p. 1 13 .) The terrn battering is uniquely defined 

by the context in which it occun, the behaviour that comprises it, and the gender-specific 

nature of this phenornenon (Ganley, 1989, pp. 100-203; Kaufman 1992). 

Behaviour that comprises battering differs from stranger-to-stranger violence 

because the domestic and relatively private context of battering allows ongoing contact 

berneen offender and victim (Ganiey, 1989, pp. 100-20 1). Battering diffen from foms of 

tamily violence such as child abuse or abuse of the elderly since banering occun between 

two adults who are thought to be in a peer relationship with one another (Bograd, 1984). 

Battenng is typically not an individual incident, but rather refen to a pattern of 
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behaviour that, over Mie, and without intervention, increases in tiequency and severity 

(Ganley, 1989. p. 202-103; Gefier & Pagelow, 1990, p. 1 1 9; Burge, 1989). Incidents of 

physical and sexual violence may not appear to increase over tirne in some cases, however. 

an overall increase in battering will typicaiiy be apparent if the entire pattern of 

psychologicai and physical control is observed and assesseci. Lenore Walker was the firn 

to articulate the cyclical nature of b a t t e ~ g  (1979, pp. 55-70). Etather then viewing 

violent episodes as isolated and random, Waiker t heorized that they are part of a 

chronological series of stages that repeat in relatïonships where men behave abusively. In 

this view. violence is typically preceded by a period of tension building, and is immediately 

followed by a period of calm. The calm is cailed a "honeymoon period". Apologies to the 

vict imised womw and promises of c hange are typically O ffered during this phase. 

Eventually this stage passes, tension begins to build again, violence erupts, and the cycle 

repeats. 

In the view of the author, theory c o n c e d g  the cyclical nature of battering 

comprises an important part of the overail theory underpinning clinical interventions with 

rvomen victimized by battering. When an existing cycle of violence is mistakenly identified 

as isolated violent episodes, the problem of battering is not understood. Professionak, 

victims, and perpetrators may be lead to believe that the battering has ceased if a period of 

time has passed suice the last violence outburst. However, if an existing cycle of violence 

is identified it may be apparent that individuals are simply rnoving through a phase of the 

panem that either precedes or follows acts of violence. 



Types of Battering 

Batte ring behaviour has been catego rized into two general grou pings called " hands 

on" and "hands ott" battenng (Ganley. L989, pp. 200-203; Getmer & Pagelow, 1990. p. 

1 1 3 ) Aithough these two- terms are not widely used the author finds them helptùl in 

depicting two main dimensions of the phenornenon of battenng. "Hands on" battering 

consists of physical or senal assaults which are repeated against the same woman by the 

same man. Physical assault can include shoving, pushing, scratching, biting slapping, 

burnins? beating. or stranglin~ with or without the result of physical injury. Physical 

assault otten is accompanied by sexual assault that can include coerced or pressured sex, 

forcins the vïctim to have sex with third parties, in the presence of children or in other 

circumstances when the victirnised woman does not @ve consent (Avis. 1992). Sexual 

assault is often perpetrated with severe bmtality resulting in emotional damage, physicai 

i n ju .  and sometirnes loss of life (Ganley. 1989, p. 200). While it is easy to distinpish 

between physical and sexual assault in theorv. actual incidents of battering violence can be 

dificuit to catesorise. Semal assaults are always both physically and ernotionally 

violating. Physical assaults may include semal dimensions sirnply because they are carried 

out by a man against a woman. The sex-specific nature of battering is retlected in the 

prominence of injuries to chest, breast. and abdomen as wel1 as the hi& rate of violence 

dunng pregnancy (Stark Flitcraft & Frazier, 1979). 

"Hands oCf' battenng differs in that the man does not currently initiate direct 

contact with the woman's body. Even so. the spoken or unspoken threat of actual physical 

violence remains. since the man perpetrating hands off battering has carried out semai or 
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physical violence against his partner in the past. Assaults are now delivered through 

psychological battering that typically includes activities associated with brainwashing, 

otlen not unlike the techniques of terrorization used to control prisonen of war (&ma 

1 997. pp. 76-86:. Gefier & Pagelow. 1990, p. 1 16)- The physical or semal violence that 

has occurred in the past gives the psychological battering its power. These " hands off' 

behaviours may include threats of violence, coercins the woman to participate in 

degrading activities, mind garnes, economic controls, the misuse of Iogic, repeated attacks 

on the victim's self-esteern tominng or killing of pets, destruction of property. and 

excessive cont rolling and monitoring of the victim's activities and relationships ( Ganley, 

1 990. p. 10 1: Kauhan. 1992). Even though the woman may not have recently been 

physically attacked in this kind of battering, she knows the assaults she observes are meant 

for her. It is her belongings that are typically dearoyed, and even when the perpetrator 

harms himselc others, or his own possessions, he is Iikely to blame her for making him do 

it. "Hands off' battering should not be contùsed with "emotional abuse" which is an 

appropriate label for behaviour that is psychologically abusive, but occun without a 

credible threat of violence in relationships where the male partner has not been physically 

or semally violent in the past (Ganley, 1989, p. 10 1). 

Social and Psychological Effmt of Battering on Women 

It is the character of traumatic events, rather than individual personality 

c haracteristics. t hat are the most powerfil detenninants of psycholosjcal h m  (Heman. 

1992, p. 57). The social and psychological effect of battering on women is sirnilar to the 



psychoioejcal espenence of prisoners of war (Burge, 1989). During episodes of violence 

or crisis. the individuai's immediate focus is on survival and self-protection. Shock 

disbelief viithdrawal. fear. disorientation and denial are common early reactions to 

incidents of battenng violence. Other eariy responses may include extreme dependence, 

susgest ibility. or minimization of injuries sustained (Burge, 1 989). 

While trauma has immediate effects on individuais. life-threatening expenences 

also cause psychological effects beyond the initial incidents (Smith and Gittelman, 1994). 

This is especially true for s u ~ v o r s  OF battenng. Women victimized by battering often 

repon feelings of helplessness. isolation, confùsion, entrapment, abandonment. 

humiliation. anuiety, mistrust, and feelings of failure (Gefier & Paselow, 1990. p. L 17; 

Smith & Ginelman, 1994). Feelings of yilt  can be especially intense when women have 

witnessed the violation of children or others as part of their expenence of battenng 

(Herman. 1992, p. 54). Women who are battered ofien hold negative views of 

thernselves. otten perceiving themselves as deviant. They commonly experience confusion 

about their identity (Gefier & Pagelow, 1990, p. 1 14; Smith & Gittelman, 1994). 

Women who are battered tend to have stronger suicidai tendencies then non-abused 

wornen. and many survivon of battering have histories of actual suicide attempts (Gefier 

& Pagelow. 1990). In fact, battering accounts for one in four suicide attempts by al1 

wornen (Stark, Flitcrafl, Zuckemam, Grey, & Robison, 198 1, p. 7). 

"Hyperarousal", "intrusion", and "constriction" are three main signs of 

psychological distress, according to the diagnostic cntena of the Post-Traumatic Stress 

Disorder (.Amencan Psychiattic Association, 1994, pp. 209-2 1 1; Hennan, 1992, p. 35). 



Aithough the author is generaily not supponive of battered women receiving this forma1 

diagosis. she finds the Arnerican Psychiatric Association ( 1994. pp. 209-2 f 1) description 

of trauma-related distress to be helptùl in portraying the psychological effects of trauma 

on individuals. Hyperarousai refen to conditioning of the autonomie nervous system 

produced by the experience of trauma and is an important sign of post traumatic distress 

( Hem- 1992. pp. 3 5-36). Women suffering f?om hyperarousal are dways vigilant. 

suffering from both generalized amiety and specific h s .  Their elevated state of arousal 

causes many types of sleep disturbances, and makes concentration difficult (American 

Psychiatric .Association 1994. p. 2 10). They stade easily and react with imtation to 

seemingly small provocations (Herman, 1 992. pp -3 5-36). 

Intrusion refen to the victim's reliving of past traumatic events through tlashbacks 

and nightmares, thoughts, perceptions and images, as though they are still occumng in the 

present ( Herman. 1992. p. 3 7-41: American Psychiatric Association. 1994, p. 209). 

Traumatised people also relive moments of trauma in their actions- Reenactments can be 

dangerous. or conversely, adaptive and integrative. Regardless of the purpose they may 

serve. the reliving of traumatic events brings back to the s u ~ v o r  the dreaded emotional 

intensity of the onginai uaumatising event. In its intensity, this overwhelming experience 

of emotion is qualitatively unlike an untraumatised person's experience of negative 

emotions. The sunivor'swish to avoid intrusive experiences otten leads to a withdrawal 

from activities and relationships that may tngger terriQing flashbacks. Intrusive facets of 

poa traumatic distress may therefore intertère with an individuai's efforts to re-establish a 

normal Me. 



Constnction, or numbing is a third indication of post-traumatic distress. A 

paradolùcal state of detached cairn and disco~ection constriction can occur when a 

victim is rendered completely powerless. The victirn's perceptions are o€ten distoned or 

numbed. so that she may tee1 like she is drearning or leaving her body (Herman. 1992. p. 

43)- Sometimes aicohol or narcotics are cised to achieve a numbing effect (Herman. 1992. 

p. 44; Stark. Flitcraft. Zuckerman, Grey, & Robison, et al. 198 1 ). Constnction ceases to 

be an adaptive response d e r  the danger has passed, as it prevents the integration needed 

for heaiins to occur (Hetman, 1992. p. 15). Constrictive processes that suppress 

conscious thought about the trauma resuict the survivor's Life, so that situations that are 

reminiscent of the trauma are avoided, and initiatives involving funire risk and planning are 

bypassed (p. 47). The protection against overwhelming emotions otfered by constnction 

is costly. perpetuating the effects of the trauma and reducing the victirn's quality of life. 

The ongoing violation and trauma implicit in wornen's experiences of battering 

produces profound change in w ~ v o r s .  "Traumatised people fiel utterly abandoned, 

unerly alone, cast out of the human and divine systems of care and protection that sustain 

life . . a sense of dienation. of disco~ection, pervades every relationship.. ." (Herman. 

1992, p. 52). 

Physicaf Consequenca of Battering 

Victims of domeaic violence typicdy present at emergency departments &er 

1700 hours with bilateral and multiple injuries to the head, neck. breasts, chest. abdomen, 

and back (Morriso~ 1988). Injuries associated with battered women are neck bruising 
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from choking; whip or cordlike injuries across the back; ruptured eardrums caused by 

severe slapping; bite or punch injuries to the breasts and nipples; kick and punch bniising 

to the lateral thighs; tàfial bruising, lacerations and abrasions ( Sheridan, 1993). Banered 

women fi-equently present with multiple contusions, lacerations, bums fractures 

panicularly in the nose. jaw, ribs and arms (Appleton, 1980; Rounsaviile, 1978; GayîOrd, 

1975). Fractures. lacerations and dislocations occur equally with battered and non- 

battered women. however. abrasions and contusions occur more frequently with battered 

rvornen than other populations (Morrison, 1 988). Women who are raped may have 

injuries to the wlva and vaginal tearing. They may have contractai infections, an 

unwanted pregnancy, or semally transmitted disease as a result of rape (Burge, 1988). 

Generally, intentional injuries tend to be located in the centre ofthe body which is easily 

covered with clothing, while injuries caused accidentally tend to be located towards the 

body's extremities. "Defensive pos tu~g"  injuries to the mid-ulnar areas of the amis are 

also comrnon (Sheridan, 1993). 

Among battered women, battering during pregnancy is a fkequent occurrence and 

pregnant battered women constitute a frequently undetected high-risk group (Parker & 

McFarlane, 1991; Stewart & Cecutti, 1993). Breasts and abdomen are common targets of 

assault in pregnant women who are battered (Stewart, 1993; Chez, 1988; Sheridan, 1993 ). 

Battering can contribute to miscamage (Loring & Smith, 1994) and low birth weight 

infants (Bullock & McFarlane, 1989). The term "pattern of injuries" refèrs to injuries 

inflicted over a period of time, while the term "pattemed injuries" refers to those whereby 

one cm identiQ the object or objects used in the assault (Sheridan, 1993). Ofien objects 
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used are those that are readiiy accessible in homes, such as extension cords, irons, coat 

hangers and belts. Bite injuries are pattemed as are punch injuries to soft tissue, which 

result in circuiar bruising (Sheridan. 1993). Battered women will comrnonly have bruises 

with injuries at several sites that are at various phases of heding, and it is not uncommon 

for oid and new injunes to exïa in the same locations (Burge, 1989). 

Battering also contributes to the development of long term physiological problems. 

Battered women experience signiftcantly more somatic symptoms than non-battered 

women (Jaffe, Wolfe, Wilsoh & Zak, 1986; Kemouac, Taggart, Lescop & Fortin, 1986: 

Smith 1994). Complaints of abdominal, back, and headache pain, insomnia fatigue, 

anemia and disturbing physical sensations are fiequently reported by battered wornen 

(Kemouac et al, 1986). Imtable bowel syndrome and gynecological disorders are 

associated with battered women more than with women in other populations (Council on 

Scientitic AEairs. -4merica.n Medical Association, 1992). In addition, pregnant and non- 

pregnant women who are battered are more likely to develop chernical dependencies 

compared to wornen who are not battered (Amaro, Fried Cabral & Zuckennan. 1990; 

Stark. Flitcraft & Frazier, 1 979). 

Wornen's Dynamic Struggle Against Victimization 

Much research has attempted to isolate single factors that might explain many 

women's decisions to remain with violent men (Johnson, 19%; Gelles, 1976; Dutton & 

Painter, 198 1 ). The theory of leamed helplessness has been applied to battered women, in 

an attempt to explain why they appear resiged to nay with men who victirnize them 
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(Blair. 1986; Waiker. 1979. p. 17). In her ground breaking book The Battered Wornan. 

author Lenore Walker kens women's decisions to aay with violent men to the behaviour 

of do-. rats. and other people whose behaviour is determined by a negative CO-itive set 

rather then by limitations that actualiy exia ( 1979, pp- 47-5 1 )- Battered women ". ..who 

do not attempt to %ee themselves fkom a batterin9 relationship.. ." operate tiom a belief in 

helplessness that brings their perceptions into reality" (p. O), she argues. Consequently. 

she clairns. the women become passive, submissive and helpless (p. 18) and their feelings 

of powerlessness contribute to the cause and maintenance of violent behaviour (p. 5 1). 

Ot her researc h clearly and convincingly discounts the belief that battered women 

are passive helpless vïctims. According to qualitative research conducted through the 

Battered Women's Advocacy C h i c  in London. Ontano, no singe tàctor consistently 

determines when a woman will take action in response to battering. The decision to leave 

is not a tùnction ofsome absolute level of violent. economic, or psychological deprivation. 

but rather the decision to leave depends on an on-going, careh1 weighing of 

psychological. economic. social and physical nsks. Each woman's decision making is 

highfily individual. reflecting an interactive pmcess that cannot easily be captured by 

quantitative methods of inquiry with large numbers of women (Greaves. Heapy & Wylie. 

1988). 

The view that battered women passively cornmiserate in their victimization fails to 

recognîze the dynamic help-seekuig process that typically characterises battered women's 

responses to battering. Evidence seems to suggest that help-seeking patterns in battered 

women are actually no ditferent then the help-seeking strategies employed by the rest of 



the population facing personai problems of some type. Research into helpseeking 

patterns in the general population reveals that the presence of objective symptom-problem 

characteristics are not the primary detenninants of help-seeking behaviour (Gross & 

McMullea 1983, p. 5 1 ). Many comrnunity health surveys and epidemiolosicai studies 

have show that hi& percentages of generally healthy populations evidence some physical 

or psychological abberation amenable to treatment, yet do not seek professional help. 

Therefore. merely recognising some dficulty or unusual symptorn is evidently not 

sufficient in motivating an individuai to decide to take action. Rather, a dynamic process 

intluenced by many factors such as age, social network, and education affects when an 

individual will vïew a "symptom" as a problem and one that is amenable to aid (Gross & 

McMulIen, 1983, p. 49 & 5 1 ). m e n  the social context surrounding the problem, and its 

messages defining health, sickness and normality, rather than the problem itself, are moa 

siqnificant in determining whether help wiii be sought (Gross & McMullen, 1983. p. 53 ). 

Help-seeking behaviours which appear dystiinctional when considered in isolation nom 

the perspective of the help-seeker, often emerge as logical and realistic when interpreted 

within the Me or cultural conte-xt of the individuai (Gross & McMullen, 1983, p. 53)- 

Once the difficulty is identified as a problem, and is hrther viewed as a problem 

that could be relieved with help, more then half of adults in the general population begin 

seeking help (Gourash, 1978). Initially, help is sought from informal sources, such as 

fnends. relatives, or neighbours, before help is requested fiom professional s e ~ c e  

organizations (Gourash 1978). Before individuais approach professional helpers. much 

activity in the help-seeking process has likely already occurred. The assumption that 



people's help-seeking begins at the level of professional hefp. leads to the belief that 

certain individuals are passive in response to domestic violence, and possibly pmly to 

blame for their problem. 

Research specific to battered women's help-seeking shows them to be active 

nrategist s in their survival. A study conducted by Harris ( 1 988) reveds eight general 

ca tego ries of questions that women who leave their battering partners commody address. 

giMng eiidence of cognitive processes retlecting initiative and agency. Johnson ( 1985. p. 

1 10) found that battered women resemble other help-seekers in the general population in 

their inclination to firn access intomal sources of help before resoriing to professional 

help. Gondolf and Fisher ( 1988, pp. 2- 18) towd women made an average of six different 

tpes of efforts to stop the battering before they came to a shelter. They found the 

battered women in their study to be logical and assertive in response to the abuse they 

were experiencing. Bowkefs ( 1983) studies of battered women's help-seeking found t hat 

women received on average six to eight instances of help from infonnal sources for every 

instance of abuse (cited in Gondolf and Fisher, 1988, p. 3 1). Similarly, Dobash and 

Dobash ( 1982) reported that battered women actively stmggled to get help. Al1 of these 

studies show battered women as resourcefùl, active help-seeken. contradicting the 

cornmon belief that with repeated abuse, wornen typically becorne immobilised, 

increasingly rerrorized into submission and passivity (Harris and Dewdney, 1994. p. 5 5 ) .  

To advance the erroneous belief that battered women are passively resigned to their 

victirnization is to ignore the extent and ingenuity of women's resistance to battering, in 

spite of tremendous forces working against them. 



Theoreticai Reconstructions of Battering in the Literature 

Academic literature explores the causes and nature of domestic violence against 

women within the parameters of various ideological paradigms. Suzanne Hatty ( 1987) 

identifies t'ive prominent theoretical reconstructions of battering in the domestic violence 

literanire, outside the feminist framework she endorses. One paradigm focusses upon 

privatization, locating the root causes of violence within specific marriage relationships. A 

second paradigm identitied portrays the violence as a manifestation of either male or 

female patholog. Within this paradigm, violent men rnay be typified as deviant. 

abnormal, social isolates. or mentaily unwell. A third position interprets violence against 

women within the context of asgressive acts occurring between two individuais. with the 

direction of the violence obscured. Within this fiamework, both genden are viewed 

equally as potential victims. A fourth ideologïcai position emphasises victim precipitation, 

focussing on provocation on the part of the woman. wMe de-emphasising structural 

causes of violent crime. Finally, a tifth paradigm focusses on the family as an interactive 

system wherein each farnily member has an affect on the behavioral or emotional 

responses of other rnembers. Each family member is seen to contribute to the problem in 

some ways, even if the perpetrator is ultimately viewed as responsible for the battering 

( H atty, 1987). Hatty argues that within these ideological perspectives the nature of femaie 

victimisation is renamed, redefined and legitimated throogh incorporation into social 

science theory. She assens that these five ideological positions invalidate women's 

accounts of the violence on ideological as well as personal levels, in their exclusion of 

feminist interpretations and their re-affirmation of the status quo (1 987). 



In the opinion of the author. Hatty's identification and criticism of domestic 

violence ftarneworks are valid, as she points to the inadequacy of "single factor" research 

in exp laining the existence of domestic violence. Her argument againa domestic violence 

b e w o r k s  that "psychologise" and "depoliticise" battering is compelling. While the 

author Ends her description of identified frameworks to be scant and somewhat redundant. 

she shares her wariness of research that proposes explanations for battering in the 

abnomality and peculiarities of women victims. The personal experiences and traits of 

oppressed peoples may or may not make a major difference in the face of enomous 

negative socio-political forces. Research that fàils to situate individual factors related to 

domestic violence within a macro ecological context perpetuates erroneous beliefs about 

victirnised people. 

Others have summarized sociai science fiameworks or explanations for battering. 

Retiewing 15 sociai science theories about battering, Straus and Gelles found only three 

major levels of analysis ( 1979, pp. 550-577). intra-individual theories form one identified 

level. Within these perspectives, qualities of abusive men and abused women, such as 

alcoholism or psychopathology are used to explain the problem of domeaic violence. 

This level seems to correspond with Hatty's categories of privatization and pathology. 

Social psychological theones form a second theoretical level. Within these perspectives, 

interactions between individuals and their environrnents are used to explain the existence 

of battering. Social leaming theory is an example tiom this theoretical grouping (Rotter, 

1954; Bandura 1977; Mischel, 1979). Its articulation of the role of modelling and 

experience in leamed behavioun has been used to explain violent behaviour such as 
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battering (Straus & Gelles, 1979. pp. 550-577). Finaily. a third level identiîied by Straus 

and Gelles consists of sociocultural theories that examine social noms, innitutionai 

organization and values. With a focus primarily on macro social forces. socioculturai 

theories examine the privilege created for men as a class as a result of men's banethg of 

women. Both second and third levels appear to encompass teminin domestic violence 

paradioms. 

Feminis t Understanding of Battering 

-An adequate tèminin defuiition of battering is elusive. There is no unified feminist 

perspective on male violence against female partners (Bograd, 1984; Taylor. 1993, p. 

205). Feminist perspectives which have been shown to be empincally valid are compelling 

to the author because they recognize explanatory value in a wide spectrum of theories. and 

acknowledge that no singe Framework offers a complete explanation for the existence of 

battering. Individually based theones ignore the macro context of violence against 

women. while sociolosjcal theories ofien can not account for the existence of non-violent 

relationships in patriarchal culture (Burge, 1989). 

Feminist theories explaining the existence and nature of battering encompass a 

combination of theories about individuals, families and society. However. tèminist theory 

gives particular weight to social factors extemal to the individual (Stark, Flitcratt & 

Frazier. 1979). Taking a broaà, macro-social view, feminist theory postulates that forces 

extemal to couples. create a rnacrostructure that sanctions the abuse of women (Harris & 

Dewdney, 1994. pp. 57-58; Tilden. 1989). Gender and power are two such forces that are 
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regarded as important in ferninist understandings of battetins (Taylor, 1993, pp. 105-206). 

Yarriaee and family are exarnples of social structures that have been shaped by gender and 

power (Bograd, 1992). Ferninia perspectives focus on the etfect of gender and power on 

marriage and family, observins how ail these factors combine to create conditions where 

abuses of men's power and restricted options For women are frequent occurrences (Tilden 

1989). Ferninist perspectives assert that male violence reinforces men's dominant position 

in society. relative to wornen. Male violence against women is perceived as a tùnction of 

women's secondary natus in society relative to men (Schechter & Gary, 1993. p. 144). 

Feminist fiameworks view the phenornenon of battering as the most oven t o m  of control 

used by men as a class, over women (Macleod 1987, p. 3). 

Feminists view the social construction of gender as a powemil reinforcer of male 

violence against women. Men are generally conditioned to be aggressive, independent, 

and achievement oriented while women are primarily socialized to be relational. nunuring 

and well co~ec ted  wit h O thers (Bem, 1 974; Gilligan, 1 982, p. 1 7). Women Iearn to 

evaluate their wonh primarily on the basis of their relational abilities, while men are taught 

to evaluate their worth according to their individual accomplishments. Women are 

socialized to pnoritize the well-being of othen. assume responsibility for the behaviour of 

a panner, and care for others (Gilligan, 1982, p. 17). They are taught to find their own 

identity through the relationships they have with others (Bem, 1974). Reitsma-S treet 

identifies three cornrnon lessons about caring that are shared by girls in our society: First. 

girls leam that women are primary providers of physical and emotional care. Second, 

adolescent females hold to very restncted meanings of self-care. Third boyfkiends are 
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adolescent girls' primaiy recipients of care ( 1993, p. 108). Feminist frameworks assert that 

the social construction of gender in society creates expectations of male and fernale 

behaviour that are exploitive and dangerous to women (Brown & Dickey. 1992; Shepard. 

1992). 

The basis of rnuch tèrninist research on the social construction of femininity and 

masculinity is social-leamhg theory, a product of the behaviouria school of psycholog 

( Rotter. 1954; Bandura, 1977; Mischel, 1979.) One main principle of social leaming 

t heo- is that behaviour is controlled by its consequences. Acts that are regularly followed 

by rewards tend to reoccur, while those that are not positively reinforced tend to become 

less frequent. Men perpetuate certain expectations of masculinity because such behaviour 

is usually rewarded with economic, political and social power in our society. Male 

associated traits suc h as aggression or agency tend to increase aatus more so then 

relational female associated traits, such as numiring. Femhists use the social leamhg 

pnnciple of reward to explain male violence against women, explainhg that violence is a 

means towards a rewarding end consisting of male control, domination and power (Burge, 

1 989: Kauhan. 19%; Kuypers, 1992. p. I 1 1). 

A second principle of social leaming theory which holds that the factors of 

observation and imitation help explain behaviour, is used in feminia perspectives to 

explain men's continuing aggression against women ( Phares, 199 1, pp. 342-399). 

Parents, sports heros, teachers, movie stars and other potent models, display gender-typed 

behaviour which men and women learn to imitate nom early childhood through their adult 

years. The more powerful, nurturant, and accessible the mode1 is, the more likely it is that 
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the modei's beliefs wili be emuiated. Asa, the more the mode1 is seen to have traits tike 

the observer. the more probable it is that his or her behaviours and beliefs will be adopted. 

Boys who observe their fathers battering their mothers may be more likeiy to batter 

women than the sons of non-violent fathen (Gefher & Pagelow, p. 15; âmmerman & 

Hersen, 1990, pp. 5&6: Hotaling Br Sugarman, 1986). However, even children whose 

tàthers are not violent are inundated with violent gender stereotypes through the media. 

With prolonged exposure, this modelling contributes to the nonnaiization and acceptance 

or vioience. 

Consistent with its recognition of macro forces that perpetuate male privilege and 

temale subordination in domestic spheres, feminist theory rejects frameworks that locate 

the root cause of battering solely within family or dyadic interactional processes, within 

individual intemal psychology or personal hiaory. Research has not been successtùl in 

isolating single individual traits, or individuai developmental history that could be used to 

separate people in marriages plagued with battering, fiom those in non-violent marriages 

(Gefher & Pagelow, 1990, p. 125; Bograd, 1992). Similarly, no simple, strong, empirical 

correlation exists between women's experience of battering and their family of ori-gin 

patterns (Bograd, 1992). While women who were abused as @ris will have suffered 

damage to theu seif-esteem, many other messages embedded in societal and cultural 

beliefs and practises devalue women's experiences and emotional well-being (Pence, 

1985). Women's sense of wonh is certainly shaped by circumstances in childhood but 

self-esteem is also shaped by current situations, and other devaluating messages culture 

sends, and continues to send, about their worth. The pewasive social, economic, symbolic 
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and politicai inequality between men and women in our society toms the context for 

marriages and common-law partneahips, and although the individual fmily may be rhe 

scene for biolent behaviour, fiminia perspectives do not view it, or the pathology of 

individuals within it. as the primary source of the violence (Bograd, 1981). 

Just as individual, couple and fàmilial traits have not been established as single 

factors predisposing women to male victimization or predisposing men to be violent, race, 

occupation. religio~ level of education. and class are aiso not Mewed as simple 

detennining factors for battering within feminist perspectives (Hotaiing and Sugarrnan. 

1990: Gefier & Pagelow. 1990, p. 112; Goldner et al, 1990; Kaufînan, 1992; Hansen & 

Goldenberg, 1993. p. 84). Women's income. employment status and education cannot be 

used to discriminate victims of battering tiorn non-victims (Hotahg & Sugannan, 1986). 

Similarly. demographic variables have not been shown to accurately distinguish women 

who have been abused from women who have never been battered (Saunders, Hamberger 

& Hovey. 1993). Men who behave abusively and women who are abused are well 

represented in every segment of society (Gefier & Pagelow. 1990, p. 122; Goldner et al, 

1990). For these reasons, feminist domestic violence fiameworks do not view 

intrapsychic characteristics of perpetraton and Mctims as root causes of domestic 

violence, but rather focus on the inequality between men and women in their broader 

social. economic, and political environment. 

Feminist ftameworks conclude that neither battered women nor violent men 

constitute a homogeneous group that can be charactensed as unique and easily recognised 

in cornparison with the rea of the population. While men who behave abusively are 
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typicaily authontarian, O ften paranoid. secretive and grandiose. t hey are aiso typicaily 

sensitive to social n o m s  and the realities of power (Herman, 1992, p. 75). Men who 

batter their fernale partners, do so where society condones and tolerates their tyrannical 

behaviour. Far from the common misperception, abusive men show ski11 in managins theû 

anger. allowing themselves to batter in privacy where they are least likely to come into 

contlict with negative public consequences. The conventional and weil-socialized 

appearance of both men who batter and women who are abused teaifies to the claim that 

battering is essentially normative in Our society. as disturbing as this nom is ( Herman, 

1992. p. 33: Gelles & Straus, 1979, p. 549). 

The Role o f  Systems Failure 

In keeping with feminist sociolo&l explanations for the existence of battering, 

and consistent with ferninist's cornmitment to avoid blaming wornen victims, feminist 

theories otten otfer evaluation of various systems' contributions to the problem of 

battering. Examination of the inadequacies of medical, police, and social work responses 

to battering reveals that system f~lures play a role in maintaining the problem of battering 

in society (Harris & Dewdney, 1994, p. 58; Taylor, 1991, pp. 223-237). Research 

indicates that the police are the most accessible seMce to battered women, because they 

are the most known of the semice providers, and they are available 24 hours of the day 

(Johnson 1985, p. 1 1 1). Of al1 the semice providen for battered women, the police have 

undoubtedly sustained the most cnticisrn (Bowker, 1983). Common cornplaints cited in 

the literature are related to police reluctance to deal with domestic disputes, which are 
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generally not perceived as authentic police work within the profession (Johnson, 1985, pp. 

1 12- 1 I I ) .  Police tend to conceptualize their work in two different categories: law 

enfbrcement, including the prevention and detection of crime, and keeping the peace. 

Keeping the peace is not seen to be as important as law enforcement within police circles. 

Lntervening in cases involving battering is perceived to f d  into the category of peace 

keeping, and Iacks status for this reason. 

A second criticism frequently appearing in the literature focusses on police 

reluctance to charge, possibly because the connection between domestic violence and 

peacekeeping leads to attempts to encourage reconciliation, rather then m e a .  Failure to 

charge may also be due to police failure tu recognize or take seriously the danger present 

in many battering situations (Harris, 1988). in defence, police daim many women do not 

want to pursue legal action against their own spouses, and appear to fear that pressing 

charges will provoke further violence. Police reluctance to charge is affected by police 

awareness that many wornen wiil withdraw cornplaints before their cases ever reach court 

(lohnso~ 1985, p. 1 14). Manitoba's zero tolerance legislation may have led to 

improvements in police and prosecutorial discretion in the province. 

The literature indicates that the problem of battering does not fit easily into 

medical mandates either. In her study of staffresponses to battering in three emergency 

rooms. Kurz found that even the minority of "positive" helper responses to battered 

women presenting in the emergency room were contingent on several factors ( 1987). 

Staff responded with more t h e  and empathy when battered women appeared to be "tme 

victims" in immediate danger, when they indicated they were taking action to leave their 



relationships, and when they had "pleasant personalities". Women who were chemicatly 

dependent, "evasive", and women who were perceived as irresponsible for leaving the 

hospital with their abusive paner, led to staff perceptions that the women were 

responsible for violent incidents. Stafftended to view such women as wilfùl devïants. 

Emergency department personnel in her study also indicated that they felt powerless to 

respond to the women, and believed that the battenng was not a legïtimate medical 

problem. 

Funher research conceming medical responses to battered women has uncovered 

similar findings (Hatty, 1987). In their snidy of general and family medicd practitioners in 

the Province o f  Manitoba, Trute, Sarsfield and M a c k e ~ e  ( 1988) found that Manitoba 

tàmily physicians tended to underestimate the occurrence of battering across the patient 

populations of women they serve. Aithough they found that younger physicians with 

more recent training tended to inquire about and respond to issues of battering more oiten 

then older colleagues, overall evidence suggests that Manitoba f a d y  physicians' response 

to battering was Limiteci, and was not extended to many battered women in search of help. 

A third system oflen tumed to for help by battered women is the social services. 

Inadequacy of the response of this system aiso plays a role in the problem of battering 

(Shepard, 1991). The plight of battered women can be relegated to the margins of social 

workers' concerns in several ways. Fust, social workers demonstrate a marked inclination 

to redefine the problem of battering as a situation of potentiai child abuse, subordinating 

the welfare of wornen to the welfâre of their children (Johnson, 1985, p. 1 1 5; Hatty, 

1987). When public resources are reancted, political pressure to pnoke child welfare 



over the well-being of battered women only increases (Johnson. 1985. p. 1 17). Social 

work involvement wi-th battered women is usually the result of contacts established with 

the fàmily for issues penaining to the children in the family, and cases tend to be filed 

according to the initiai reason for contact (Hatty, 1985). Women are usually the social 

worker's pnmary contact regarding the welfare of the farnily, while men responsible for the 

violence are &en seen much less frequently by workers. Traditional, patriarchal beliefs 

that hold women responsible for fkmily matters are often inadvertently reinforced in the 

social seMces due to this pattern (Johnson, 1985, p. 1 17). ïhese factors increase the 

Iikelihood that battering will be viewed as tangentid to the central issue receiving 

attention- 

It has been firther argued that social work education does not adequately prepare 

workers to priorize women's needs Ui cases of battering (Shepard, 199 L). Despite the fact 

that women are by Far the most fiequent users of social services, the educationai process 

in most schools of social work does not reflect this reality by p r i o ~ n g  the needs and 

perspectives of women in course work. Priority is given to the family context of battering 

which includes a wide complex of material and emotional problems, many of which are 

associated with children (Johnson, 1985, p. 1 17; Turner & Shapiro, 1986). Social work 

training emphasises healing, reconciliation and maintenance of the nuclear family, and 

social workers tend to feel more equipped tu help support the family sydem then to 

suppon women, regardless of whether they choose to remain in or leave an abusive 

relationship (Johnso~ 1985; Shepard, 199 1). 

Finally. social services support offered to battered women tends to be on a 
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concrete level, and is often given prematureiy, without balanced consideration of the 

painhl mourning process and feelings of profound loss that oflen accompany women's 

response to battering (Turner Br Shapiro, 1986). Help offered at concrete levels only is 

inadequate in addressing the powemil emotional ties that keep many women from carrying 

through on intentions to separate Eom violent men. in addition to concems about police, 

medical. and social services' responses to battered women's help-seeking, many have 

observed that s e ~ c e  delivery between these systems is generaiiy uncoordinated, making it 

necessary for help-seekhg women to link services together themselves, aarting afiesh 

with each system they approach (Hatty, 1987; Johnson, 1985, p. 1 1 1 ). Like other help- 

seeking people in the general population, obstacles encountered by battered women 

attempting to get formal assistance are frequently derived more from deficiencies in 

system response, then from flaws in help-seeking behaviour (Harris & Dewdney, 1994. pp. 

5 7-5 8). As the problem of b a t t e ~ g  is increasingly recognised, bureaucraticised, and 

professionalised, maintairüng a woman and victim-centred focus becomes an even greater 

challenge for help-givers in police, medical and social work services (Hatty, 1987). 

Ernergency heaith care professionds are in a unique position to detect battering 

and offer help since most victirns of violence eventudy corne to a hospital emergency 

room for treatment, particularly those who have been severely abused and might be at 

greatest risk for physical injury and or death (McLeer, 1987). Many times medical 

personnel in emergency roorns are the tirst non-offender wïtnesses to injuries sustained as 

a result of b a t t e ~ g  (Bowker & Maurer, 1987). 

The inadequacy of hospital emergency room response to battered women has been 
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well documented in the literature. One comrnon criticism identifies emergency medicd 

protèssionals' poor record of identiens battered women who present for treatment 

( Stark, Flitcraft & Frazier. 1979; Issac & Sanchez 1994; Stewart, 1993; Bowker & 

.Maurer. 1987. Loring & Smith. 1994; Momson, 1988; Bell, Jenkens. Kpo & Rhodes. 

1994: McLeer, 1987: Tilden, 1989). Abused pregnant women represent a specitic hi#- 

risk group that is frequently not identified as battered by emergency caregivers (Stewart, 

1993). Medical na@ tend to restnct theü treatment of women's injuries to medical aspects 

on13 tàiling to inquire specifically about the cause of injuries. Failure to ask specific, 

validating abuse-related interview questions in pnvate precludes the possibility of making 

a conteaual diagnosis, and creates the fira bmier to adequate emergency care (Loring & 

Smith, 1994). 

An additional criticism of emergency department responses to battered women is 

that time spent with them is otten brief, routine, insensitive and impersonal (Tilden, 1989). 

The literature indicates that battered women are more frequently medicated or referred to 

psychiatric treatment in cornparison with women presenting with accidental injuries. 

While this tinding may be evidence of staff sensitivity and desire to help, treating battered 

women as sick can undennine confidence, creates dependencies on medication. and 

srrengthen battered women's dependence on abusive male partners (Stark, Flitcraft & 

Frazier, 1979: Dobash & Dobash, 1978; Jobling, 1974). Reluctance to mount a serious 

effort in providing necessary emergency services for battered women continues to impede 

care for victimized women in many hospital emergency departments, despite the tàct that 

over 15 years have now passed since the first reports on battered women appeared in the 



Literature (Issac & Sanchez, 1994). 

Barrien to Emergeney Department Cire 

One deterrent to the identification of battered women is the difficulty emergency 

room staff often experience in recognising trauma syrnptomatology (Loring & Smith, 

1994). Battered women's presentations are similar to other hostages of violent crimes 

(Fauman, I 982). They ofien appear depressed, evasive, may have difficulty concentrating 

and may have psychogenic amnesia (Stark, Flitcraft & Frazier, 1979) . Victims of 

battering often present with symptoms that appear to have no clear organic basis. Staff 

unfarniliar wit h trauma symptomatolo~ rnay view battered women's visits as abuse of the 

system, overlooking the possibility that women's cornplaints are due to trauma (Morrison, 

1988). 

A second expianation for inadequate emergency care ofbattered women concems 

statf attitudes and beliefs about battering (Loring & Smith, 1994). The belief persists that 

battered women choose their victimization in some ways, by marrying or rernaining with 

abusive pannes  (Tilden, 1989: Bendtro & Bowker, 1992). This belief deters medical statf 

fFom addressing women's experiences ofabuse, and the fear of being blarned for attacks 

deters sorne battered women fiom seeking health care (Tiden, 1989). 

Staffresponse can be funher impeded by the common belief that asking about 

abuse directly is not respecfil of women's privacy, and is not appropriate questionhg for 

emergency medical st&(Tilden, 1989; K u n  & Stark, 1988; Warshaw, 1989). Emergency 

room personnel otten experience denial in an attempt to distance themselves h m  the 
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injuries inflicted on battered women, particularly when n a a r e  overloaded with work and 

the Pace is rushed (Roberts & Roberts, 1990, p. 106; Tilden, 1989; Dobash & Dobash, 

L 978). Physicians attempt to protect themselves from the non-physical problems of 

battered women since they are not trained to deal with problems that are social and 

political in nature (Dobash and Dobash, 1978; Stark, Flitcrafllk Frazier, 1979). 

Emergency room personnel otlen perceive that a successfùl outcome is unlikely in their 

work with banered women (Stark, Ritcrafl& Frazier, 1979). The medical paradip 

defines disease as something that develops in the body, merely influenceci by outside 

tàctors. Diagnoses that exclude physiological abnonnality are often not well understood. 

Hence. they often lead to psychiatrie referrais, prescriptions for sedation and analgesics 

( Morrison. 1 98 8 ). Overcrowding, lack of resources, staff shonages, equipment failures 

and patient load also contribute funher to a work mhd-set where readiness to. ask about 

abuse is minimal (Momson, 1988). 

Emergency departments have emphasïzed highly technological intervention in the 

last decade. Definitions of "emergency" have changed with technologicai advances, and 

often what is emergent to the people presenting is not seen to be critical by the specialists 

providing care. Vicths of violence otlen view their social situations as emergencies 

regardless of the physical evidence they show (Momison, 1988). The response of 

emergency department caregivers does not have a neutral effect on the problem of 

battering in our society. Like other helping professionals, emergency department statf 

may reinforce economic, racial and sexual injustices through their individual attitudes and 

practices ( S t e  Flitcraft, Zuckemann, Grey & Robison, 198 1 ). 
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Some barriers to appropriate care are "victim-reiated". Women who have been 

battered tend to avoid identifjh~ themselves as victims of domestic violence for various 

reasons. They €ex retaliation, and have learned that exercising their own initiative could 

be perceived as insubordination by their abusive partners, an offense for which they rnay 

have to pay dearly mowker & Mauer, 1987; Foaer, Veale & Fogel, 1989; Bohn, 1990; 

Herrnan 1992, p. 9 1 ). Battered women know that they can never be certain they have 

escaped the surveilIance of their abusive partners, even when they are not physicaily 

present with them ( H e m q  1992, p. 91). 

Feelings of shame and the belief that they bear some responsibility for the battering 

deters some abused women from identitjhg themselves (Bohn, 1990). Battered women 

are otten unaware that large numbers of women are victimized by intimate partners. and 

t hey perceive their situations to be unique (Bowker, 1987). Since traumatised individuals 

oscillate between anxious clingïng to others and isolation, battered women may not 

cooperate with emergency staff, but instead align themselves with their abusive partners 

for corntort. with some hope that they may change as they promise (Hermm L 992. p. 56: 

Lorine & Smith, 1994). Initial reactions to trauma, such as numbness and a shock-like 

state. rationakation or d e ~ d  rnay also deter battered women from volunteering 

disclosures of abuse (Bohn, 1990). 

Appropriate Eoiergency Department Care 

A substantial body of research indicates that detection of battered women 

presenting at emergency deparunents and opportunity to respond therapeuticdly is 
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dependent on the use of routine questioning of aii female patients about abuse or violence 

in t heir [ives (Smith & Gittelman, 1994; McLeer & Anwar, 1989; Stewart, 1993; Campbell 

& Sheridan. 1989: Tilden, 1987; Grunfield, Ritmiller, Mackay, Cowan & Hotch 1994; 

Smith & Gittelman, 1994; Ratner. 1992; Saunders, Hamberger & Hovey, 1993). Those 

who have studied battered women emphatically state that the single moa important 

service professionals can offer women victims is to ask directly about abuse (Burge, 

1989). Spontaneous disclosures Grom battered women are rare, and screening that is 

based on the judgement of health care providers is insufficient since emergency 

department stafï seriously underestunate the numbers of victirnized women in their care 

(TiIdea 1994; Campbell & Sheridan, 1989; Isaac 8r Sanchez, 1994) Conversely, 16% - 
30°/o of female trauma patients wiil repon that they have been battered when they have 

been asked directly how their injuries occurred (Ku- 1987). When heaithcare providen 

initiate routine discussions of abuse, they cornmunicate that the problem is not too 

insi=@?cant, shametùl or deviant to talk about, they validate women's feelings and 

communicate hope for change (Burge, 1989). Rather than inviting fabrications of abuse, 

direct questioning reflects the Muent occurrence of battering in society, reduces 

women's shame and discornfort, and invites open discussion (Campbell & Sheridan, 1989). 

Direct questioning about abuse early in assessrnent allows for more efficient planning of 

hospital care (Campbell & Sheridan, 1989). 

Screening protocols usually recommend several questions that staff can use to 

facilitate disclosures of battering (Tilden, 1989). Vancouver Hospital and Health Sciences 

Centre Emergency Department uses the following opening statement, or a paraphrase of 
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it: "We know that violence is a problem for many womea so ive routineiy screen al1 

rvornen for abuse or violence in their lives. 1s this a problem for you in any way?" If 

uiomen say "yes". they are asked whether they want help from the hospitai's domenic 

violence program. Help is offered if it is requested (Grunfeld et 1994). Staff are 

welcome to use a close paraphrase of the suggested screening question. however, it is 

important that they ask directiy about abuse or violence in the Iife of the presenting 

woman. Campbell and Sheridan ( 1989) recomrnend the foliowing question when injuries 

more clearly suggest abuse: "It seems that the injuries you have could have been caused by 

someone huning or abusing you. Did sumeone hurt you?" The screening question can 

also be shortened when injuries suggest abuse: "Who hit you (Sheridan, Belknap, Engle, 

Katz & Kellcher, 1989)?" 

Of more importance thm the words used to screen for abuse is the manner of the 

person conducting the screening. A supponive, non-judgemental and non-assuming tone 

is necessary t'or screening efforts to be successfùl in creatins conditions where battered 

women can disclose experiences of violation (Tilden, 1989). Maintaining an empathetic 

approach to battered women can be challenghg in situations where the women are hostile, 

apathetic. or "non-cornpliant". It may be helpful for staffto consider the adaptive 

purposes these behaviours serve. Emergency department nurses, social workers and 

physicians will need to develop a collaborative and supponive alliance with victimized 

women. remembering that the process of IeaMng a violent partner is dangerous and 

cornplex, and usually takes time. safèty, resources and psychological readiness (Smith & 

Gittelman, 1 994). 



FinalIy, privacy is critical to etfective screening (Smith & Gittelman. 1994). 

Triage is usually the location where screening for abuse is conducted, however, privacy 

and time at triage are ofien limited. Screening should never be conducted when patients 

are accompanied by fnends or relatives who deche statfinvitations to remain in the 

waiting room. To help compensate for the disadvantageous rushed Pace and relatively 

exposed location of screening at triage, additional subsequent questionhg during histov- 

taking or in other treatment areas, may help improve o v e d  conditions so that disclosures 

of abuse can occur (Gruntèld et al, 1994). Screening questions mua always be asked 

outside of the presence of any persons who have accompanied battered women to the 

emergency department, particulariy male partners of presenting women. Hospital 

translators can be used to help screen women in situations where the triage nurse does not 

understand the langase of the presenting women. 

.-Ut hou& responsibility for screening for battering is senerally assigned to triage 

nurses at the emergency department triage (McLeer & Anwar, 1987), questions about 

abuse cm be asked by any nurse. social worker or physician during the course of history 

taking. assessment or treatment. Since their first atternpts at routine screening for 

domestic violence against women, the Vancouver Hospital and Health Sciences 

Emergency Department has widened their initial screening model, which was very 

dependent on triase nursing aaK They have found that routine screening protocols are 

carried out much more effectively when al1 nurses and physicians share ownership of a 

screening protocol (Kathleen Mackay, personal communication, summer 1 996). While 

staff should ensure that unnecessary duplication of screening is avoided by checking 
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patient documentation, it is important for each professional aatfperson in the emergency 

department to be prepared to screen wornen in a direct and compassionate manner about 

battering. The recommended screening question is appropriate for routine screening at 

triage or in treatment areas. It can be used at any point during a woman's visit to the 

emegency department, in cases where fernale patients display obvious injuries. and in 

cases where domestic violence is not suspecteci (Grunfeld, et al, 1994). 

Having detected domestic violence. health care givers are faced with the challenge 

of intervening. One proposed mode1 for intervention suggests that emergency physicians 

bear ultimate responsibility for quality of medical care to people presenting at emergency, 

and must ensure that an adequate trauma hiaory is obtained and documente& a thorou* 

assessment of battered women's tùnctional and exnotional status is made. assessment 

regarding women's needs for safiety and Iegal information is conducteci, and a follow-up 

plan refemng them to community supports is in place (Momson, 1988; McLeer & Anwar. 

1987). .Wective assessment must include assessment of abused women's suiciddity or 

homicidal potential. Assessrnent of women's d e t y  mua include assessment of risk to 

their chiidren. .hy  staff person who has reason to believe that children are in danger. or 

that an adult is kely to h m  another person or themselves, is obligated to inform 

appropriate authorities, according to the law in their region. While physicians may only 

provide direct care in the areas of documentation, diagnosis, treatment of medical and 

surgical problems, they must ensure that the other aspects of care are delegated and 

adequately supervised (McLeer & Anwar, 1987). 

Feminist principles for therapy with batîered women provide funher guidelines for 
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care. lun as an empathie, supponive manner is critical to effwtive screening practices. 

women who are being battered need to experience sincere support tiom d l  emergency 

staff they encounter. Women need to hear that they are not responsible for their partner's 

choice to use violence. While they may or may not share responsibility for contlict in their 

relationship. men who choose violent behaviour and abuse are fuUy responsible for such 

behaviour (Pressma 1989, p. 23). Assault is a crime, and no person deserves to be 

abused. 

Second, battered women benefit from care that is focussed on their strengths 

(Harris & Dewdney, 1994. p. 55-58). Battered women are survivors of violent and 

controlling environments, and have resilience, coping skills, strength, and speciaiised 

knowledge about violence within ttheir own Lives. When their expertise is recognised by 

stafE women experiencing violence cm be invited to work collaboratively with nafT to 

address satèty concems and problem solve. StafFwho acknowledge battered women's 

expertise about their own circumstances will avoid giving advice. The temptation may be 

to advise women to disclose abuse, leave abusive partners, press charges, or arrange for 

counselling. However, major change may be dangerous or non-advantageous for women 

with abusive partnen. It is more effective to share information about resources available 

to battered women and express concem, then to advise women to make choices. If 

women choose not to process or discuss an abusive situation, their wishes mua be 

respected (Hotch Grunfeld Mackay & Cowan, 1995). 

Finally, battered women presenthg at emergency depanments need to hem that 

they are not alone in their circumstances (S hepard 199 1 ; Brown & Dickey, 1992; 
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LMacLeod, 1987. p. 3). Many women experience violence ftom their husbands or partnen. 

and many of these women meet together in support groups (Pressman, 1989; Brown & 

Dickey. 1992). The solidarity of an alfirmhg group remains the most powertùl avenue of 

healing for the isolation, sharne and despair that cornes with battering (Herman, 1992, p. 

2 14). More than offering support and advocacy, feminist goup work helps sunivors sain 

awareness of the connection between their individual experience. and the larger reality 

expenenced by many women. It equips women to challenge messages that blame them 

strengthens their views about themselves as s u ~ v o n  and energises them to continue to 

work towards health and wholeness. 

Conclusion 

Domestic violence literature clearly describes the enormous impact of battering on 

the psycholo@cal. p hysiological and social well-being of women. Emergency departments 

can play a vital role in addressing the chronic victimization experienced by many women 

seeking emergency care. By screening women routinely for dorneaic violence, the 

hospital system increases the visibiiity of this major health problem and increases 

detection of domeaic violence. When domestic violence is detected, the emergency 

department can proceed to offer appropriate help. 



Rationale for This Study 

.A Corporate Policy on Domestic Abuse (partner/elder) has been in place at the 

Health Sciences Centre (HSC) since January 20, 1993 (see Appendix A), the result of 

several p r s  of interdisciplinary collaboration and consultation (MacKay, 1995). niis 

policy was accompanied by a training program orienthg employees to it and attempting to 

help statf improve in their ability to  identie and intervene where incidents of partner or 

eider abuse were suspected (see Appendix B). More then 2,000 of 5,000 (40%) 

employees received this training. The statistical measure used to evaluate the program 

was any change in the total number of referrals made to the Social Work Department. In 

the three months tollowing the training, the average number of referrals to Social Work 

increased tiom an average of 13 referrds per month, to 23 per month. For the quaner 

following this three month period, however, the number of referrals soon fell to the 

before- training average (Mac kay, 1 995). 

It is suspected that a partial explanation for low rates of domestic violence referral 

can be tound in current policy which requires emergency department physicians. social 

workers and nurses to screen for domestic violence ody when staff suspect it is a problem 

for the patient (Corporate Policy and Procedure Manual, 1993, section 30; see Appendk 

A). As the following literature review suggests, the use of professional discretion in 

domestic violence screening tends to mislead emergency department staff from positive 

identification of battered women. Medical professionals inadvenently undersaimate the 



number of battered women in their practices. and tend to maintain a low index of 

suspicion when battered women present with injuries (Stark, Flitcrafl& Frazier, 1979). 

Without policy that requires emergency depanment stafïto ask ail women about abuse, 

large numbers of battered women rem& unidentifieci throughout their hospital visit, and 

emergency statfforfeit the opportunity to address this enormous threat to women's health. 

Adequate emergency depanment response to domestic violence against women begins 

with staff detection of domeaic violence (Issac & Sanchez, 1994; M o m s o ~  1988; Tilden, 

1989). 

-Research Objectives and Eypotheses 

I . This study aimed to determine the effect of routinely screening female patients for 

domestic violence, on the fiequency of domestic violence detection at Winnipeg's HSC 

adult ernergency department. The practise of routine screening requireâ, with a few 

specific exceptions, that every fernale patient presenting in the adult emergency 

department be asked a bnef question about domestic violence (see Appendix C). It was 

hypothesized that routine screening for domestic violence of al1 women presenting would 

increase the number of abuse disclosures made by women, thereby increasing the rate of 

domestic violence detection in the department. 

2. Using the General Emergency Documentation (GR)) Form for analysis, this research 

aimed to identiw current patterns ofemergency staf f  documentation of domeaic violence, 

both during the period preceding routine screening, and during the routine screening 

period. Several questions were posed: Are explicit terms such as battering, wife abuse, or 
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domestic violence used in the GED fonns? Are there cases where the researcher might 

suspect domenic violence as a cause of injury, where source of injury is vaguety 

documented, or not documented at ail? Does staff documentation of domestic violence 

change with the practise of routine screening? It was hypothesized that when stafFwould 

screen women routinely for domestic violence, documentation of battering would become 

more specific in chart records. The Chi Square test for independence and the Mann- 

Whittney U t e a  were used to evaluate the significance of qualitative and quantitative 

differences in domeaic violence documentation between the pre-screenins period and 

screening period of the study. In addition, the Proportion Frequency Approach was 

utilized to assess the sipificance of différences between daily patterns of domenic 

violence documentation throughout both periods of this study. Data was tested for 

autocorrelation prior to the Proportion Frequency analysis and appropriate modifications 

were made as required. 

2 This project aimed to iden@ barrien to the implementation of routine screening at 

the HSC emergency department. Although nurses and physicians were asked to screen al1 

women tbr domenic violence, it was acknowledged that there would be times when this 

e'rpectation would not be met. In some cases described later in this report, screening 

would be inappropriate. It was hoped that this research project would identiQ significant 

factors which staffview as impediments to routine screening in the emergency department. 

Statfwere asked to record barriers to screening on "tick sheets", and the total number of 

ticks in each identified category was calculated by the researcher. 

1. This research detemined to note any increases or decreases in the number of 
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emergency depanment referrais to the hospitai department of Social Work dunng the 

period of routine screening. It was hypothesised that referrals to Social Work h m  the 

emergency department would increase with the practise of routine screening. The number 

of requeas for referral to Social Work due to domestic violence were totailed by the 

emergency depanment social worker. and reported to the researcher. 

5. This study anempted to replicate the research on routine screenhg conducted in the 

Vancouver Hospital and Health Sciences emergency department in 1993 (Gninfeld, 

Ritmiller. Mackay, Cowan & Hotch, 1994). With the practise of routine screening, this 

emergency department was able to identiQ 6.3% of the women they screened, as battered. 

Compared to identification rates before routine screening, this figure represented an 

increase of about 5% (Gmnfèld et al, 1994). The research at the HSC airned to compare 

rates of detection during a routine screening period, with the rate of detection documented 

in the Vancouver mdy of routine screening. The Chi Square test for independence was 

used to evaiuate the significance of differences between the Vancouver and Winnipeg rates 

of domestic violence detection, as well as dierences between numben of patients 

screened in each nudy. 

Research Design 

To evaluate and monitor the effect of routine screening on the nature and 

frequency of domestic violence detection, this research project utilized a Quasi- 

Experimental Group design. Using the group as the unit of anaiysis, this design facilitates 

an overall cornparison of the nature and frequency of domestic violence documentation 



benveen the pre-screening and screening periods comprishg the study. 

To tiirther evaluate the impact of routine screening on the fiequency and nature of 

domenic violence documentation. data were analyzed using a Single System, A B desi@. 

Using this design, the unit ofanaiysis was each day in the study, and the emergency 

department was viewed as a single synem. The design allowed cornparison of the 

domestic violence documentation for each of the 20 days in the study. The "A", or 

"basdine" phase measured the daily proportion of domestic violence detection in the HSC 

adult emergency department as it ertined pnor to the introduction of a routine screening 

protocol. In the "B" period of this design, the daily proportion of domestic violence 

detection was measured while routine screening was occurring. 

The design was chosen for several reasons. Single-nibject research designs are 

helpful in nudies where data is being collected about either a single client system, or 

specific social program (Grinneli & Williams, 1990, p. 232). In this research project. data 

was collected to help evaluate the effectiveness of a routine screening program. Single 

case designs are advantageous in that they do not f i t  the B phase intervention to any 

particular theory, technique or practise. This flexibdity dows the researcher to detennine 

the intervention that is best for the client ( G n ~ e l l &  Williams, 1990, p. 23 5) .  The A B 

design, with its badine phase, is desirable in cornparison with a B desig, since the A B 

design has the potential to be descriptive, as well as exploratory (Grimeil & Williams, 

1990. p. 258). It eaablishes information about the target "problern" before and during an 

intervention, providing a higher level of knowledge than a research design whose purpose 

is simply to gather facts (Grinnell & Williams, 1990, p. 304). This study endeavoured to 
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provide exploratory information about the daily percentage of domenic violence detection 

in a hospital emergency department, however, it aiso aimed to measure any change in the 

detection rate that might emerge with the introduction of a routine screening protocol. 

The singe case, A B design dso poses limitations. ff uctuations in the baseline 

data may make execution of an A B midy difncult (Grheli & Williams, 1990, p. 250). 

Data sources may not be accurate and instruments for measuring may prove themselves to 

be invalid. .As with other research designs, knowledge that meanirement is being taken 

may cause changes in subjects' behaviour that do not result from the intervention (Gr i~el l  

& Williams. 1990. p. 248-249). Other uncontroiled intervening variables might aiso 

explain changes in the target problem, therefore, the AB design only allows tentative 

conclusions to be drawn about the effectiveness of a particular intervention. The design is 

not explanatory. Finally, an A B design is limitecf in cornparison with an A B A B design, 

which produces stronger evidence that changes observed during the B phases are related 

to the intervention introduced during those periods (Gnmell& Williams, 1990, p. 143- 

231). Since thîs study was non-hnded, and the researcher's access to hospitd data was 

limited. the A B design was chosen as the ben design possible within these limitations. 

Outline o f  Data Collection 

Data collection began in the A phase, otherwise referred to as the pre-screening 

penod. AI women's General Emergency Documentation Forrns (GED foms; see 

Appendix D) dated within ten 14 hour periods were analyzed to determine the number of 

chans documenting domestic violence against women before routine screening was 
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introduced, as well as to determine general patterns of domestic violence documentation in 

the emergency department before routine screenhg was introduced. Specified criteria 

were used to rate each document. 

Similarly, in the B phase, othenvise referred to as the screening period, al1 women's 

chans dated within ten 24 hour periods were analyzed to determine the number of chans 

documenting domestic violence agaînst women in this period, as well as to detemiine 

patterns of domestic violence documentation in this period. The same criteria used to rate 

charts in the pre-screening period was also used in the screening period. 

Additional data was collected by staff, fiom ali women patients presenting to the 

department dunng the ten designated screening shifts. The data indicated women's 

responses to nurses and physicians' screening for domestic violence, as well as any barriers 

that might have made screening of some patients impossible. This data was recorded by 

nurses and physicians on tick sheets, which were later retrkved and analyzed (see 

Appendiu E). Since the tick sheets were only used in the screening period. no cornparison 

of tick sheet data could be made across the two penods in th is  audy. 

The ten 24 hour periods cornprising the pre-screening period were as follows: 

September 7,8, 14, 17, 18,23,24 26,29, and October 4, aii in 1996. The ten 21 hour 

periods comprising the screening period were as follows: Febniary 1, 2, 8, 1 1, 12, 17, 18, 

20.23, and 28, ail in 1997. The 24 hour segments in each period were spread across a 

month's time, rather than condensed into ten consecutive days to reduce the potential 

impact of certain monthly occurrences on the data, such as the arrivai of welfare cheques. 

Spreading the 24 hour segments throughout the month also exposed the data to a greater 
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number of stafFpersons' intluence, since many of the emergency nurses and physicians 

work several consecutive shifts, and then have several consecutive days oK The ten 24 

hour periods in both phases of this study were chosen. using a random numbers table. 

Week days and weekends were chosen separately using this method, to ensure that at least 

a minimal number of weekends would be represented in the study. 

The penod of months separating the prescreening and screening phases of data 

collection was caused by several factors. To obtain as accurate a baseline as possible. the 

researcher wanted to assign the pre-screening penod to a tirne before some staff in the 

emergency depanment were made aware of the study. In the month of October, 1996, 

this study was considered for implementation through a process entitied the Health 

Sciences Impact of Research review. This review of the proposed research project 

involved the Duector of the emergency department, Dr. Louis Ludwig. The researcher 

decided to use the month of September, 1996. with one date in eariy October. to comprise 

the pre-screening penod to minimize the reactive effect that staf f  knowledge of the study 

might have on the baseline data. The month of February was chosen to fonn the 

parameters for the screening perÏod because ethics approval for the project was only 

granted in the month of December, 1996, and several training sessions in preparation for 

the research were scheduled in the rnonth of Jmuary, 1997. if the HSC Impact of Review 

process would have coincided with the Social Work and Nursing ethical reviews, the time 

separating both pre-screening and screening periods couid have been reduced. 



The Routine Scmning Protocol 

The routine screening protocol was designed to include participation tiom triase 

nurses. admitting nurses and physicians, reflectins the belief that it is advantageous to 

screen patients as early in their emergency visit as possible. If triage nurses failed to ask 

the screenhg question, the admitting nurse who would see the patient &er triage, had 

opportunity to do so. As the last professional to see the patient, the emergency physician 

was to be responsible for asking the screenhg question ifneither of the triage or admitting 

nurses had already done so. 

A tick sheet (see Appendix E) with accompanying instructions accompanied every 

female patient's chart during the routine screening period. it allowed nurses and 

physicians to determine at a glance whether the patient had been screened, and record 

positive and negative responses to the screening question at any time throughout the 

emergency care process. The tick sheet was also used to mesure the screening efforts 

and barriers to screening for the three medical professiond groupings involved in this 

study: triage nurses, admitting nurses and physicians. AU information provided by staff on 

tick sheets was completely anonyrnous, and the researcher was not able to identify any 

narnes of patients or staff through information recorded on the tick sheets. The 

accompanying instructions explained how the tick sheet should be used and defined the 

barrier categories on it. These barrier categories were borrowed from the tick sheet used 

in the Vancouver Hospital and Health Sciences emergency department research into 

routine screening (Gninfeld, Ritmiller, Mackay & Cowan, 1994). When all the tick sheets 

were collected, the total "ticks" for each bamier category were calculated. Barriers were 
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totalled according to professional role in the emergency depanment, since impediments to 

screening identified by one professional grouping were expected to Vary fiom those 

identified by another- . 

Training of  Emergency Physiciaas and Numes 

in keeping with the i n s e ~ c e  and training structure already in place in the HSC 

emergency department, nurses and physicians were trained separately for participation in 

this research project. Four 45 minute insenices were held for nurses, with approxirnately 

3 -5 nurses in attendance at each inservice. The researcher was informeci that this level of 

attendance was unial for inservices, and that nurses who had been at the inservice typically 

inFormed other nurses as needed. Only one 45 minute insenice was held with physicians. 

With appro.ximately ten physicians in attendance, including the Head of the Emergency 

Department, a greater proportion of physicians were introduced to this research, 

compared to the nurses. The number of training sessions for both nurses and physicians 

comprised the maximum amount of inservice the available for a research project 

conducted in the department. 

The sessions preparing nurses were the same as the session preparing physicians. 

Staff were informai that this research project was to replicate a sirnilar study of routine 

screening conducted at the Vancouver Hospital and Heahh Sciences Centre (Gninfeld, et 

ai, 1994). They were informeci that the stafftraining sessions were based on the handbook 

entitled, Domestic Violence Intervention by Emergencv Department Staff(Hotch, 

Gninfeld, Mackay & Cowan, 1995) which is an excelient resource for introducing staffto 
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the practise and principles of univerd screenins of ail presenting women, for domestic 

violence. StafFwere presented with a verbal disclaimer (see Appendix F ) which offered a 

senerd oveniew of the focus and nature of the teseasch, indicated what would be 

expected of emergency nurses and physicians, and specified ways that s t a f f  and patient 

interests would be protected. Using an overhead transparency copy of the tick sheet, stdF 

were oriented to the tick sheet and accompanying instruction sheet. While screening was 

to generally occur routinely with fernale patient- staff were reminded that legitirnate 

barriers like the acuity ofa patient's condition, rnight make scree~ng inappropriate or 

impossible. The researcher asked staffto refiain from "second guessing" wornen's 

responses to the screening question. For example, if they indicated "no", staff were to tick 

the "no" box. regardiess of whether the patient was believed. The researcher informed 

staf f  that she would also be accepting patient responses recorded on the tick sheet at face 

value. S taE were encouraged to use the screening question empatheticaily, and respond to 

positive disclosures according to the expectations o f  the HSC domestic violence policy 

(Corporate Policy & Procedure Manual, Domestic Violence ProtocoL section 30. Patient 

Care). Copies of the policy were provided for staffat every training session, for p e n d  

out side of the session, if staff wished. At each session, the majorïty of staff lefi with a 

copy of the policy. 

Staff were reminded of resources to help them respond to positive disclosures of 

domestic violence. such as the plasticised domeaic violence cards (see Appendix G), 

brochures available in the department indicating community resources, and referral to the 

HSC department of social work. In addition, they were informed of the option of inviting 
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women to phone the Osborne House 24 Hour Crisis Line. HSC staffwere idonneci that 

shelter sta£Fwere aware of the research project, and had arrangeci for additional staffing 

for the crisis line during every 24 hou screening period at the emergency department. in 

case demand for the line would be increased with this research project. This was 

presented as an excelient option for women disclosing afler 1700 hours, when social 

workers are not available in the HSC department of social work. StaEwere reminded that 

counseiion on the line could help women patients assess their Eafety, the d e t y  of their 

children inforni them of crisis and non-crisis help available in their organization and in the 

community. Emergency staff were infonned that their unit manager had given permission 

for telep hones to be brought to patients who wished to avail themselves of a private 

conversation with an Osborne House counsellor- 

While the HSC emergency department response to battered women could have 

been tùnher developed, a range of basic services could have been offered to femaie 

patients victimised by abuse. Women who disclosed experience of domestic violence 

could receive the opportunity to make arrangements for counseiiïng with an HSC social 

worker in a location of their choice. They could be offered brochures that discuss satèty 

planning and community resources. They could have their nsk assessed and immediate 

needs discussed, according to the "medical response to abuse cases" plasticised card. 

They could have domestic violence documented in their emergency documentation. Ct was 

hoped that these services would send an empathetic message that would name and 

recognize women's experiences of violation, signding that counselling, police or le& 

shelter, and community-based help is available. 
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Mer time was given for questions, stafFwere aven a tèw bnef examples to 

consider, and were asked how they would respond, and record responses on the tick 

sheet. The researcher felt satisfied at the end of each session that the stafFwere well 

infoned of t heir role in the research and their right to refiain tiom participating, if they 

chose. 

Staff in attendance at training sessions typicaliy asked questions, and often 

generated discussion relevant to the research. Responses to the propos& research varied, 

with some staff expressing hostility and strong opposition to the task of routine screening, 

and other staff expressing willingness to participate and personal interest in the research. 

A total of 5 nurses expressed their opinion that routine screening was "an abuse of their 

authority as nurses", and was disrespectful of female patients' privacy. Three nurses 

expressed the view that persons from other professions would be better situated to screen 

for domestic violence. They susgested that social workers, or family physicians who have 

ongoing relationships with patients should screen patients for domestic violence. 

Physicians did not voice opinions of this nature at their training session. Two physicians 

questioned the validity of the study, and asked for more information about the research 

objectives and hypothesies then the researcher was prepared to give. She explained that 

al1 the goals of the study had been approved by the Health Sciences Impact of Research 

Review, as well as the Nursing and Social Work Ethics Reviews but that some 

information would be withheld at staff training sessions to preserve the conanict validity 

of the study. Even so, training participants were given a sisnificant amount of information 

about the study, and the constmct validity of the midy may have been threatened due to 



hypothesis-gessing on the part of nurses and physicians. Their agreement or 

disagreement with what they felt to be the hypothesis may have affecteci their screenùig 

behaviour in fundamental ways. 

Some aspects of training occu~ed at the shift changes within routine screening 

periods. It was not possible for the researck to be physically present at every shifi 

change within a 24 hour period, since each period contains many shift changes, and shift 

changes are frequently not simultaneously occurring across triage nursing, admitting 

nursing and physicians. However, the researcher was typicaüy present at shifi changes 

before midnight, at 7:30 a.m., and 8:00 p.m., irnmediately before and during designated 

screening shifts. At those tintes, the researcher attempted to speak to registration clerks, 

charse nurses, and the triage nurses. to remind them that they were on a "screenins shift" 

and answer any questions. 

The emergency department Unit Manager helped to prepare staff for participation 

in the research project in several ways. Notices were posted conceming the study at the 

triage desk and main nursing station in the ernergency department. Charge nurses 

received specific notice of the study as well as the screening dates prior to the fira three 

21 hour screening shifts. In addition, a large highlighted notice was posted on the outside 

of the box containing tick sheets and instruction sheets. [t read as follows: "Triage 

nurses, please complete/initiate these sheets on ALL fernales. Sheets dready attached to 

triage note. Sheets to be used on the following dates: Feb. 1,2, 8,1I, L 2,17,18,20,23. 

28. Thank you! !" The researcher also infonned early in the study that the routine 

screening question was written out and posted at the triage desk, to make it more 
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accessible for triage naf!F to use. While triage nurses were asked by the Unit Manager to 

ensure that tick sheets attached to triage notes accompanied female patients' GED forms 

on screening shifts, reginration clerks were given the responsibility of detachin3 tick 

sheets fiom GED toms before GED forms were sent to Medicai Information to be filed. 

The researcher picked up tick sheets regularly during the coune of the routine screening 

period, to decrease staff access to completed tick sheets, and d u c e  the likelihood of loss. 

Implementation of  the Scmning Protocol 

Some problems with the method surtàced early in the screening period, but seemed 

to improve as the study progressed. Although it appeared that everything possible had 

been done to inforni staff of expectations for participation, some staff, including some 

charge nurses. on sorne of the firn screening shifts indicated that they were not aware of 

the study, and had no knowledge about expectations of staffchoosing to participate. 

Some statf did not know where tick sheets were located, were not aware that triage nurses 

were expected to attach them to triage notes, and had no familiarity with the instruction 

sheet accompanying every tick sheet. Some staff rnisunderstood the directive to screen 

every female patient, thinking rather that they were to screen fernales suspected as having 

dificulty with domestic violence. 

The researcher's attempts to offer bnef expianations at shift changes were 

welcomed by some staff, while other staffeither avoided the researcher or expressed 

strong objection that the study was being conducted in their department. Time was not 

taken on these occasions to discuss the nature of the objections, although one nurse stated 
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that screening was rarely conducted on one shifi because the staffwere "way behind" and 

the patient load was excessive. On at least one occasion, completed tick sheets were 

accidently sent to Medical Infionnation. They were never retrieved as the researcher was 

intbrmed that obtaining them would be difficult. Similady, tick sheets were, on at least 

one occasion, retrieved tiom other hospital wards, and brought back to the appropriate file 

folder in the regist ration area of t he emergency depanment. 

As the study progressed staff indicated thei familiarity with it much more 

frequent ly. Several individuai a& persons told the researcher of their personal support 

for the research. and some expressed concem about their perception that large numbers of 

staff chose not to participate. 

Analysis o f  the GE0 Forms 

Triage. diagosis and historylphysical information on the blue physician's copy of 

the GED tom (see Appendk D) was used to determine the rate of domestic violence 

detection in the pre-screening and screening period. The blue physician's copy is part of 

this triplicate tom produced in the HSC emergency department. An identical copy of the 

physician's copy remains in patients' charts, and a second identical copy is filed for auditing 

purposes. The blue physician's copies are tüed according to month in Medical Intbrmation 

for a mawmum of six months. They were accessed by the researcher, with permission, at 

no cost. The GED fom was the only hospital documentation accessed in this research. 

This research did not require access to patient's chatts. 

The task of analyzing emergency documentation presented a challenge, since 
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documentation of domestic violence a~ainst women can be vague and inconsistent. To 

provide consistent criterion for evaluating emergency documentation, four categories 

developed by Stark Flitcraft and Frazier (1979) were us& with some additional 

clarification for the purposes of this mdy. 

The tim categoiy was called "positive". Women patients in this study were 

considered "positive" for domestic violence w hen information on their General Emergency 

Documentation (GU)) fom specified that at least one injury was idicted by a boyfiend, 

husband, or other male intimate. "Male intimate" included an uncle, parnier, or brother. 

For the purposes of this study, the critena for the "positive" rating was further expanded 

to include any note specifj4ng domestic violence recorded in the GED fonn, even if such 

documentation excluded mention of specific injury or the relationship of the perpetrator to 

the patient. This critenon for the "positive" rating is similar to HSC's Corporate Policy 

definition of domestic violence, which is as follows: "Partnedelder abuse is defined as 

physical injury, se.wal assault, emotional harassment, financial exploitation, and threats of 

bodily h m  to any adult eom a significant other, regardless of relationship" (Corporate 

Policy and Procedure Manual, 1993, section 30; See Appendix A). 

The second category, called "probable". included all women whose emergency 

documentation indicated that at least one injury resulted nom a kick, punch, hit or shot, or 

similar and intentional assault by another person. The relationship of assailant to the 

fernale victim was not noted in documentation. Further, to be rated as "probable", the 

documentation mua have provided evidence of an assailant's intentional aggression. 

Documentation of injuries that excluded any evidence of assault were not included in this 



category. For example. injuries caused by kicking suggen assault by an assailant. 

however. injuries such as bums, lacerations. or fractures. may have occurred accidentally. 

Only injuries that implicitly or overtly susesteci assault were included in the "probable" 

category . 

A third category, "sugestive", was assigned to GED foms where "...at least one 

injury was inadequateiy explained by the recorded medical history " (Stark Flitcraft and 

Frazier. 1979). in the opinion of the researcher, the phrase, "inadequate explanation of 

injuries" lacked objective definition in Stark, Flitcraft and Frazïer's 9 1979) published 

findings. and so criteria defining it fbrther were developed. Injuries documented as 

resultins tiom "intoxication". and "falls" which were not othenvise explained, were 

included in the "suggestive" category, in both periods of this research. Although it was 

recognised that consumption of alcohol does place people at nsk of incumng injury. it was 

decided that. by itself. intoxication was not an adequate explanation for injury. 

Consumption of alcohol is ohen a factor in domestic violence episodes. and alcohol and 

narcotics are sometimes used by victims to achieve a numbing effect (Hennan, 1992. p. 

4 4  Stark Flitcraft. Zuckerman,, Grey, 8 Robison. et al. 1981). Similady, GED foms 

with explanations of injuries that only included "slipped and fell". or "fell d o m  stairs". 

were rated as "suggestive". Pushing, shoving kicking and punching are common 

occurrences in domestic violence episodes, and couid easily cause falls that result in injury 

(Ganley. 1989. pp. 200-203; Geffner & Pagelow. 1990, p. 1 13; Sheridan, 1993). GED 

toms which used "fell" to explain injuries of patients aged 65 and older were not included 

in the suggestive category. since falling is a major cause of injuiy in elderly populations. 



Documentation of " fdls" that included additional information, such as " fell on ice", 

" tnpped on curb", or "feu on slippery floorl*, were not included in the suggestive 

category. Rather, they were rated as "reasonable nesative", if they did not meet the 

critena of any other rating. 

The fourth category called "reasonable negative" included all documentation of 

injuries explained by an etiology that did not include domestic violence. According to 

Stark Flitcraft and Frarier (1 979) this category was to include those records specmng 

mugings, and al1 other assaults specified as anonymous. This catesory was also 

expanded for the purpose of this study, to include women's presentations that concern 

other physiolo~caî problems unrelated to injury. For example, documentation indicating a 

fernale patient was treated for pneumonia, was classified as "reasonable negative" if it did 

not contain additional information that would qualify it for a different rating. No 

judgement about whether the injury matched the recorded etiology was made in the rating 

process. 

The categories "probable" and "suggestive" reflect ambiguous documentation of 

injuries, wherein domestic violence had not been mled out as a cause of injury. It was 

suspected that the practise of routine screening would help irnprove emergency 

department detection of domestic violence against women, thereby increasing "positive" 

documentation. and decreasing the number of documents with "probable" and 

"suggestive" ratings. 



Reliability of Criteria Used for Anaiysis O€ GED Forms 

In the absence of information indicating the reliability of the four categories, the 

researcher arranged for the testing of the four categories. and the inter-rater reliability of 

these cateeories proved to be satisfactory. As part of the process, three social workers 

from the HSC social work department, dong with the researcher, were asked to 

catesorise the documentation fiom 15 specitied GU) forms as either "positive", 

"probable" and "reasonable negative" categories. At the tirne of this testing, the 

researcher was not planning to use the category of "suggestive" because she believed it to 

be unnecessary to the research. This opinion changed after she began to rate 

documentatioh as she was surpriseci to see a sisgificant number of charts documenting 

injury that did not meet the criteria for "positive" or "probable" ratings. At the same the ,  

the category of "reasonable negative" seemed inappropriate documentation where 

exphnations of injury appeared incomplete. Therefore, the category of "suggestive" was 

introduced. 

Because the category of "suggestive" was not included in the first round of 

reliability testing involving HSC social workers, a set of twelve new GED forms were 

raied by the researcher and another individual, on March 19, 1997, wherein the use of 

each category was required. Ambiguity evident in the cntena of the categories used by 

the social workers was clarified before this second round of reliability testing. Ratings 

from the first round of testing involving three social workers varied somewhat from the 

researcher's rating, with one rating 67% identical to the researcher's rating. The two other 

ratings were 93% identical to the researcher's ratings. Ratings with the second round of 
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testing involving ail four categories were completed between the researc her and another 

individual. This rating was 100% identical to the researcher's rating. Confident that the 

reliability of the catepries had been estabtished, the researcher began rating pre-screening 

documents again. from the first 24 hour penod of the pre-screening period, using al1 four 

of Stark, Flitcraft and Frazief s rathg categories (1979). To monitor and further ensure 

consistency in the researchek use of categones, every rating other than "reasonable 

nqative" was accompanied by a bnef note, explaining why the form was assiigned a 

"positive", "probable" or "suggestive" rating. 

Assistance With Interpretation o f  GED Forou 

In preparation for this research the investigator reviewed al1 GED forms of fernale 

patients presenting in a one month period (May, 1996). Almost every piece of 

documentation reviewed contained medical language and shorthand t hat could not be 

understood by a non-medical person. Deciphering medical records was problematic. not 

ody the diagnosis and treatment sections of the fonn, but also the hiaory and physical 

sections. O h  the researcher could not even be certain how to transcribe problematic 

sections of the emergency record. Concerned that her interpretations of records would 

not be adequate, the possibility of obtaining assistance was considered. The option of 

asking an HSC physician kom a non-emergency department was ruled out since this thesis 

does not have a budget whereby a statfperson can be reimbursed for interpreting the 

approximately 1,000 pieces of documentation. As a last resort, Dr. David Willems, a 

farnily physician, agreed to help "translate" documentation for each patient record that was 



to be analyzed in this study, without reimbursement. Dr. Willems is not a hospital 

employee, and was required to familiarize himself with HSC policy concerning 

confidentiality, and sign an oath of confidentiality, which was submitted to the HSC 

corporate office. 

Impact o f  Routine Scnening on Social Work Seivices 

To meet the fourth research objective, Ms. Kathy Blythe, an emergency 

department social worker, was asked to note the number of domestic violence consults 

requested by the emergency depanment during a period before and dunng routine 

screening (January, 1997). Referrais to Social Work were monitored for the purpose of 

determining the demand that a routine screening protocol might place on Social Work 

resources. 

Comparison of  Vancouver and Winnipeg Findings 

Finally, a simple cornparison was made between the percentage of women 

disclosing expenence with domestic violence at Winnipeg's Health Sciences Adult 

Emergency Department and the emergency department of the Vancouver Hospital and 

Health Sciences Centre. A cornparison of findings between the Winnipeg and Vancouver 

studies mua recognize differences in design and methodology between the two research 

projects. The routine screening study done at Vancouver General Hospital and Health 

Sciences Centre adult emergency department used only triage nurses to screen fernale 

patients for domestic violence (Grunfield et al, 1994). In contrast, the study of routine 



screening conducted out of Wbn.ïpeg's Health Sciences Centre involved triage nurses, 

admitting nurses and physicians. 

Because the Winnipeg study was structureci to inciude nurses and physicians 

beyond triage in the screening practise, the tick sheets and retated methodology used in 

Winnipeg differed from the Vancouver study. in Vancouver, tick sheets recording patient 

response to screening and barriers to screening remained at the triage desk. Each tick 

sheet contained space for ten patient entries, and siaiilar to the tick sheet used in 

Winnipeg, each entry ailowed space for staff to tick patient responses to the screening 

question, or to tick reason(s) why the screening was not conducted. Tick sheets 

circulated with patient charts throughout the emergency department in W i p e g ,  @hg 

admitting nurses and physicians oppominity to screen and record on tick sheets. 

It may aiso be important to note that the screening question recomrnended for use 

differed slightly from the question recornmended in Vancouver. in Vancouver, staff were 

asked to use the foUowing question or paraphrase of the question: "We know that violence 

is a problem for many women, so we routhely screen all women for abuse or violence in 

their lives. Is this a problem for you Ui any way?" (Gmdeld et al, 1994). In Winnipeg, 

the following question or paraphrase of the question was recornmended: "We know that 

violence at home is a problem affecthg the health of many women, so we routinely screen 

ail women for abuse or violence in their iives. 1s this a problem for you in any way?" It 

was hoped that the word "health", which was intended to be understood in the broadest 

sense possible, wodd help frame the screening question in the context of health care, 

making it easier for patients to understand why health care professionals were addressing 
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the issue. Perhaps patients heid to a more narrow definition of health, and the use of the 

word in the screening question may have inhibiteci some women fiom disclosing. 

Other différences between the midies concem the pre-screening period often 24 

hour periods in the Wuuiipeg shldy, and the absence of a cornparison or pre-screening 

period in the Vancouver mdy (Grunfeld et ai, 1994). Staffrom the hospitai's domestic 

violence program in Vancouver estimateci that the identification rate for domestic violence 

was about 1% or less before routine screening was introduced (Amon Grunfeid, M. D., 

Department of Emergency Medicine, Vancouver Hospital and Heaith Sciences Centre, 

personal communication, summer 1 W6), however, this estirnate was not verified by any 

controlled cornparison or pre-screening period data In addition, Vancouver staff 

screened patients within 7 non-random consecutive days (Gnuifeld et al, 1994), while 

Winnipeg naff screened patients during 1 0 specified days, randody spread through the 

month. 

Design and Me tbodologicd Limitations 

The amount of time between the pre-screening and screening periods of analysis 

posed limitations that rnay have threatened the intemal validity of this study. First, 

seasonal dinerences may have accounted for merences in disclosure rates between the 

periods. One HSC staff person has casuaily observed that domestic violence 

presentations at the HSC emergency department tend to increase with wami summer 

weather, and decrease during cold winter months. The researcher did not find evidence of 

this in the literature. Auditing documentation duhg  the month of February might have 
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yielded depressed rates of disclosure compared with "basetinen data coüected from late 

summer or early f i l  documentation. 

Second. separating the pre-screening and screening audits by a penod olmonths 

may have made the study vulnerable to a greater number of historical events than would 

be the case if the pre-screening and screening periods were close tosether. The researcher 

was concemed that domestic violence cases appearing in the media might sway public 

opinion againa female vichms, making staff less likely to screen empatheticaiiy dunng the 

screening phase. From September 1996 through February 1997, the researcher attempted 

to rnonitor media coverage of domestic violence and other abuse stories. Two nones 

received considerable coverage during this tirne. One focussed on the public disclosure of 

a hockey player's experiences of pmfessional sema1 abuse fiom a coach, and another nory 

focussed the battering and murder of a local woman, who died shortly after her 

presentation at the adult HSC emergency department. This occurred only hours before 

one of the sessions preparing nurses for their role in this research project. [t was not 

possible to detemine the effect that these events, highly visible in the media, might have 

had on staffbehaviour related to domestic violence. No s i d a r  events were reported 

during the screening period, to the researcher's knowledge. 

The validity of this study may have also been undermined by changes in staffing. 

which would be more iikely to occur over a petiod of months, then a period of weeks. If 

an influentid and empathetic staffperson works dunng one period and not in the other, this 

intervening variable could introduce error. WhiIe the decision to conduct the fim ten 

audits considerably earlier then the last ten makes the research vulnerable to seasonal and 
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historical intervenhg variables, concem that staff knowiedge of the study mi@ artificially 

booa the rate of dornestic violence documentation in the pre-screening period outweighed 

concems about limitations associateci with a tirne lape between pre-screening and 

screening periods. 

The research design and methodology was fùrther limitai by the study's 

disproportionate reliance on physician documentation on the G E '  form, compared to 

nursing documentation. The routine screening protocol introduced by this research 

required participation Efom both nwing and physicians, however, physician 

documentation dominates the GED fom analyzed in both periods of this study. 

The decision to use physician documentation was made for several reasons. The 

GED fom is the most comprehensive record ofpatients' visits to the HSC emergency 

department. Information on this document reflects nurses' triage and admitting work with 

patients. and sums up aü information uncovered by ernergency nurses and physicians that 

is deemed relevant to patients' Unmediate health. Physicians typicaiiy see patients only 

after triage and admitting nurses have seen them. Documentation produced by nurses is 

reviewed by physicians before they see patients. As such, physicians are typically in the 

rnoa infonned position to detect domestic violence, before patients are treated and 

released. As physicians also bear ultimate responsibility for patient diagnosis and 

treatment in the emergency department, it could be argued that the obligation to detect 

domestic violence rests most heavily with them. 

This project du, relied heavily on physiciau documentation for practical reasons. 

The physician's copy of the GED form was accessible and free of charge, whereas access 



to any additional nursing, documentation was complicated and expensive (see 

Appendix D). 



FIND INGS 

Out of485 women who presented in the screening penoâ, L 19, 24.5% ofthe total 

number of women seen in emergency during the screening period were screened for 

domestic violence. Since 75.5% of the women presenting were not asked the routine 

screening question, it mua be concluded that screening did not occur "routinely". and any 

impact of a routine screening protocoi on rates of domestic violence detection in the HSC 

emergency department remains undetennined. 

Screening Condueted by Emergeocy Profaionais 

Data fkom the tick sheets indicates the proportion of scteening conducted by each 

pro fessio na1 grouping in the department: triage nurses, admitting nurses and p hysicians. 

As Table 1 indicates, more than halfof patients who were screened (54.6%), were 

screened by triage nurses. Adrnitting nurses screened 28.6%, and physicians screened 

16.8% of the total number of female patients screened in the depamnent. A certain 

amount of screening had already occurred before admitting nurses and physicians 

addressed femaie patients since triage nurses address patients first, admitting nurses 

second, and physicians are the laa protèssional group to see each patient. Each patient 

was to be screened only once. Considering the numbers of women who were screened at 

triase ( 13 A%), admitting nurses screened 8.1% of the number they could have screened 

(see Table 2). Similarly, acknowledging the Eict that a total of 2 1.5% of the sample had 

already been screened by either triage or admitting nurses before physicians had the 
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opponunity to screen, physicians screened 5.2% of the number they couid have screened. 

Table 1 
Distribution of Scmning by Discipline 
N= 119 

Number Screened 

Table 2 
Proportion of Available Cases Scmned by Discipline 
Nd85 

Dornestic Violence Detection Evident in GED Fomts 

The fira objective of this research was to measure the effect of routine screening 

on the rate of domestic violence detection evident in the GED forms. The Chi square test 

for independence was used to evaiuate differences between ratings in the pre-screening 

and screening periods (see Table 3). Overd differences in ratings between penods was 

not shown to be statisticaily signïficant ( x 2  = -77771, d. f. -3, p = -85479). This test does 

not provide statistical evidence to refùte the nul1 hypothesis that no relationship exists 

1 

Triage 

Admitt ing 

P hvsicians 

Available 

485 

420 

3 86 

Percentage Screened 

13.4 % 

8.1 041 

5.2 % 



between routine SC reening and increased detection of domestic violence. 

The Mann-Whitney U Test provided an altemate way of testing the hypothesis that 

routine screening is associated with increased detection of domestic violence. The mean 

ranking was lower in the screening period (492.04) compared to the pre-screening period 

where the mean ranking was 499.79. The median rating was 4 for each perîod. Given 

the ordinal rating system used in this analysis, a lower mean rankùis in the screening 

period indicates that the trend towards positive documentation of domestic violence 

existed in the screeningg period. However, the observeci significance level (correcteci for 

ties) was large (z = -.7397. n = 991 ,one-tailed p = .22975), too large to allow rejection 

of the nul1 hypothesis that the pre-screening and screening groups corne from the sarne 

distribution. The siyificance level indicates that there was no sisnificant overall 

difference in pattern of ranks in screening or pre-screening period. There is a good chance 

that the difference in mean rankings was dut. dy to chance, rather than the screening 

practised in the second penod of this study. This test indicates that there is no statistically 

signïficant evidence to suggest that routine screening is associated with an increase in 

domestic violence detection. 



Table 3 
Classification o f  Casa by Scmaing Period 
N = 119 

While the Chi Square test for independence, and the Mann-Whittney LI test did not 

yield significant findings, longitudinal analysis of the day by day percentages of "positive" 

rat i n g  across both periods through the use of the Proportion Frequency Ap proach, 

indicated a statistically significant trend toward increased "positive" documentation of 

domestic violence in the screening period (p c 0.05). This approach analyzes the 

difference in rating trends between pre-screening and screening periods using a single 

system design. This process requires the establishment of a zone of "no change", for 

"positive", "probable" and "suggestive" ratings, during the pre-screening pcriod. Eac h 

zone containeci 7 typical cases. To achieve a significance level of0.05 or less, 6 or more 

cases in the screening period had to f d  above the zone established for each of the three 

baseline ratings. Andysis of the daily percentage of forms rated "positive" (see Figure 1) 

using this approach indicated that 6 cases in the screenins period were found to be above 

the typicd zone established in the pre-screening period. The trend is not major, and does 

not e'cceed the minimal requirement of 6 cases (see Figures 1, 2 & 3). 



This trend may be iduenced by the €am that 60.W of the days in the pre- 

screening penod had zero documentation of domestic violence that met the criteron of the 

"positive" rating in this study. The screening penod had fewer days with zero "positive" 

documentation of domestic violence (40.W in total). Days with zero documentation of 

domestic violence were dl week days in the pre-xreening penod. The tira, second and 

second last days in this penod which had positive documentation ofdomestic violence, 

were weekend days. No pattern indicating an effect from the t h e  of the month could be 

identified. In the screening period, half of the days with zero "positive" documentation of 

domestic violence were week days and the other haifwere weekend days. The weekend 

days with zero "positive" documentation of domestic violence occurred very eariy in the 

mont h, while the other two days with no documentation of domestic violence occurred in 

the second and third weeks of the month. 

It is important to note that pre-screening and screening days with no "positive" 

domestic violence documentation (see Figure 1 ) were infrequently mirrored with 

correspondins zeros in the "probable" and "suggestive" data (see Figures 2 and 3). For 

example. aithough no domestic violence was documented throughout days four through 

eight of the pre-screening penod, a significant amount of documentation f?om the exact 

same days was "suggestive" of domestic violence, according to the criterion explained in 

the previous chapter. Sirnilarly, the first two days of the screening period containing no 

positive documentation of domestic violence (see Figure 1) had comparatively large 

percentages of "probable" ratings, indicating evidence of intentionai injury without ruling 

out domestic violence as a cause. The seventh day of the screening penod showed no 
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documentation of domestic violence, however 18.18% of the documents on the same day 

had to be rated as "suggestive" of domestic violence. Percentages in the screening period 

round to be above the typical zone for positive cases were evenly spread throughout the 

period. and more variation in d d y  percentages is evident in the screening period than the 

pre-screening period. The percentages of daily ratings in the pre-screening and screeninp 

penods. As indicated in the methodology chapter, percentages of daily "probable" ratings 

in both periods were "transfomed" after the "probable" ratings in the screening penod 

were found to be autocorrelated. Retesting indicated that the "probable" ratings were no 

longer autocorrelated. Data comprising the other classifications was shown to be 

independent (Bloom, Fischer & Orme, 1995). 



Figure t 
Daily Percentage of Pre-Scmning and Screening Documents Rated "Positive" 

Pre-Screening Screening 

Figure 2 
Daily Percentage of Pn-Screening and k m n i n g  Documents Rated "Probable" 

Pre-Screen ing Screening 

Figure 3 
Daily Percentage of Pre-Scmning and Scmning Documents Rated "Suggestive" 

Screen lng 



Domestic Violence Dctection Evident in Tick Shect Data 

Data tiom the tick sheets indicates that a total of 16 out of 1 19 women ( 13.4 %) 

screened in the screening perioQ answered "yes" to the domestic violence quenioh 

thereby disclosing that domeaic violence is a problem for them in some way. Positive 

responses to screening were generally evenly represented across professional groupings in 

the emergency department (see Table 4). Out ofthe total number of women screened by 

triage nurses. 12.3% answered the screening question positively. For both admitting 

nurses. 14.7% of the women screened answered the domestic violence question positively. 

In response to physician screening, 15.0 % of women screened answered positively. The 

Chi Square aatiaical test was used to evaiuate the diierences between observed 

frequencies reported in Table 4, and expected fkequencies (xL = 0.17, d. f = 2. p > 0.05). 

Due to low numbers in the expected frequencies cells, significmt findings are more likely 

to occur than the allà levet indicates. The test indicates that the relationships between 

protessional role and patient response to screening reponed in this table are not significant 

at the 0.05 level, and are likely to be the result of sampling error alone (Babbie, 1975. p. 

427). 



Table 1 
Percentage Positive by Discipline 
N= 119 

Patterns in Documentation o f  Domestic Violence 

The second objective of this research project was to identie current patterns of 

domestic violence documentation in the GED forms, in both pre-screening and screening 

periods. -As the graphs (see Figures 1, 2 & 3) and tiequencies in Table 3 indicate, 

"positive". or adequate documentation of domestic violence is scant in both screening and 

pre-screening periods. In the pre-screening period, only 5 foms in 506 total ( 1.1 %), 

docurnented domestic violence accordhg to the "positive1' classification. Similarly, in the 

screening period, a total of 7 GED forms out of 485 in totd (1.4%), contained 

documentation of domestic violence, although tick sheets nom the same penod indicate 

that 16 wornen disclosed that domestic violence was a problem for them in response to the 

screening question. Out of 99 1 GED foms analyzed in total, only 12 GED fonns 

documented domestic violence, 1.2% of the totd sample. 

While it was predicted that categories indicating vague and inadequate 

documentation suggestive of domeaic violence would decrease in the routine screening 

period an increase in documents rated "probable1' and "suggestive1' cm be seen in the 
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screening period. The proportion of "probable" ratings in the pre-screening period rose 

tiom 3 .OO/o to 3.1% in the screening perîod. The proportion of "suggestive" ratings in the 

pre-screening period rose from 7.9% to 8.9% in the screening penod. No statistically 

significant increase between pre-screening and screening "probable" or "suggestive" 

categories was found using the Proportion Frequency Approach. As weU, the Chi Square 

test for independence and the Mann-Whitney U test did not yield significant findings at the 

0-05 level. 

Barriers to Routine Semning 

The goal of identifjing barriers to the implementation of routine screening was a 

third objective of this audy. It was not uncomrnon for an individual staff person to 

identiQ more than one barrier prohibiting the screening of a single patient. According to 

the data on the tick sheets the barrier preventing screening by far moa tiequently 

identified by triage and admitting nurses, was "not codonable" (see Table 5). Triage 

nurses checked this barrier 66 times during the screening period, and admitting nurses 

checked it 15 times. The physicians checked the category of "not comfonable" one time 

in total. The definition of "not cornfortable" appearing on the instruction sheet that 

accornpanied every tick sheet states " the patient was not screened because the staff 

penon was too uncornfortable with the task of asking the screening question" (see 

Appendix E). 



Table 5 
Barriers ta Screening -Totaî Ticks in Eacb Category 

"Disagreement with the study process" represented the third most commonly 

identified barrier to screening by tnage nurses and the second most fiequently identified 

bamer for admitting nurses afler "not cornfortable" (see Table 6).  The "comrnents" 

section contained the exact phrase "do not agree with study process" 14 times in the 

Triage nurse section, and 7 times in the Admitting nurse section of the tick sheet . 

Phpicians did not record this phrase, or any comment expressing disapproval of the 

" study processl'. 

Categories of "acuity" "language barrier" and "too busy" were infrequently 

checked by triage nurses, admitting nurses and physicians. ui fact, physicians rarely 

identified barriers preventhg them from screening patients. "Too busy" was never 

checked, "language bmier" and "relative present" were each checked a total of two times, 

and "acuity" was checked ody once by a physician. The only comment written by a 

physician indicating reasons why screening was not done were "patient gravely ill; also 

patient and family mentally challenged" . 



Table 6 
Written Comments Indkating B m k r  to Scmning 

Referrals to the ESC Department o f  Sociai Work 

The founh objective O€ this research was to note any inmeases or decreases in the 

number of domestic violence requests for referral to Social Work from the emergency 

department during the pactise of routine screening. HSC domestic violence policy 

requires staff to refer patients identified as victimïzed by domestic violence, to the hospital 

department of social work. The tick sheets indicate that 16 women in the month of 

Febniary indicated that domestic violence is a problem for them in some way. 

Retrospective data indicating total numben of domestic violence refends for femde 

patients fiom the emergency department to the hospitai department of social work, during 

the pre-screenïng period (September, 1996) was unavailable. As a second choice, the 

total number of referrals in the month preceding the routine screening period (lanuary, 

1997), as well as during the month of routine screening (February, 1997) were made 

avaiIable. 

In the month of lanuary, only one referral indicating domestic violence was made 

to the HSC department of Social Work from the HSC adult Emergency department. 
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Dunng the month of February, in which ten 14 hour penods of "routine" screening took 

place. no domestic violence referrals were made to the HSC depanment of Social Work 

from the Emergency depamnent. Only one referral to the Social Work department was 

made in the month of Febniary, however, the reason for referral was not specified as 

domestic violence. (It is interesting to note that domestic violence was detected by the 

social worker, after the referral had been made). 

This hding corresponded with feedback from Osborne House. Approximately 

half way through the routine screening period, the Executive Director fiom Osborne 

House contacted the HSC Department of Social Work and was referred to myself(Bonnie 

Bryant. personal communication, February, 1 997). S he indicated that Osbome House had 

not noted any increase in cails, and was not hearing Grom fernale patients at the HSC 

Emergency depamnent. 

Cornparison of Winnipeg and Vancouver Findings 

The fifth and finai objective of this study was to c o m p a r e  the HSC findings with 

the findings from the routine screening study conducted out of the Vancouver Hospital 

and Heaith Sciences Centre adult emergency deparment. Having recognised differences 

in research design and methodology in the previous chapter, cornparisons can be made 

between the findings fTom both studies. A total of 424 women presented duting the 

Vancouver study period of 7 days, compared with 485 women who presented d u ~ g  the 

Winnipeg study period of 10 days (see Table 7). Of the Vancouver total of  424 women, 

252, or  59.4% of the women, were screened for domestic violence. In Winnipeg, 1 19 
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women were screened out of 485, resulting in a total of 24.5% of women screened. It is 

interesting to note that although the Winnipeg study utiiïzed emergency nurses and 

physicians beyond triage to implement the routine screening directive, staff in Winnipeg 

screened 34% Fewer fernale patients then the triage nurses screened in Vancouver. The 

Chi Square test for independence conf'umed the significance of the merences reported in 

Table 7 (xL = 208.55, d. f. = 1, p < 0.05). 

Table 7 
Percentage Scmned in Vancouver and Winnipeg 

In Vancouver, 6.3% ( 16 women) of women screened disclosed that domestic 

violence was a problem for them while in Winnipeg, 13.4% (16 women) o f  women 

answered "yes" to the domestic violence screening question (se Table 8). The Chi 

Square test for independence confimis the significance of these Werences (x' = 6 -05, 

d. f = I .  p c 0.05). 



I t  is not possible to compare barriers to admitting nurses' and physicians' screening 

practises across the studies, since Vancouver's routine screening relied on triage nurses 

only. Cornpaison between Winnipeg triage nurses and Vancouver triage nurses should 

note that triase nurses in Winnipeg had the knowledge that admitting nurses and 

physicians would have opportunity to screen patients who were not screened at triage. 

Triage nurses in Vancouver screened 59.4 % (252 women) of the total number of women 

who presented in their screening period (see Table 9). Winnipeg's triage nurses screened 

13 .l % (65 women) of the total number of women who presented in their screening 

penod. Vancouver triage nurses identifid "language banier" and "relatives present" as 

the most frequently presenting banïer to screening, whereas, "not cornfortable" was by far 

the most Frequently identified banier to screening reported by Winnipeg tnage and 

admitting nurses. The Chi Square test for independence indicated that the difference 

reported in fable 9 was sipifkant at the 0.05 level (x' = 2 1 1.08, d. E = 1, p < 0.05). 

Table 8 
Positive Rcsponses in Winnipeg aid Vancouver 

ge o f  Total Women Screend) 

Winnipeg 
L 

Vancouver 

No. of Women 
Disclosinq 

16 13.4% 

16 6.3% 

No- of Women Not 
DiscIosing 

103 86.6% 

236 93-7% 

Total Women 
Screened 

119 1 OW 

252 100% 



Tabte 9 
Number and Peirentage of Winnipeg and Vancouver Women Scmaed by Triage 
Nurses 

Proportion of Sample Not Seen Beyond Triage 

A sample total of 60 (6.1%) women lefi without being seen beyond triage, either 

because they were admitted to other hospital departments, or because they decided not to 

wait to be seen by an admining nurse or physician (see Table 10). l'lis is significant 

because staffwill not have had the opportunity to screen these women beyond triage, as 

they did with al1 the rest of the screening sub-sample. As well, staff in the pre-screening 

period would have had less opponunity to detect domestic violence with women not seen 

beyond triage. As Table 9 indicates, a total of 34 women (6.7%) lefi without being seen 

beyond triage out of 509 women in the pre-screenulg period and a total of 24 women (4.9 

Oh) left without being seen beyond triage out of the 485 women presenting in the screening 

period. The Chi Square test for independence does not codim the significance of the 

differences reported in Table 10 (x' = 1.41, d. E = 1, p > 0.05). 



Table 10 
Number and Percentagt of Women "Left Not Seen" (LNS) vs. Women Seen &yond 
Triaee 

1 1 Beyond Triage 1 Periods 
No- of Wornen LNS No- of Women Seen Total Women in Both 

The vast rnajority of these GED forms were rated as reasonable negative, based on 

the entrance cornplaint and any other Uiformation on the GED fom (see Table 11). 

Table 1 I 
Ratings for Forms Designatecl "Left Not Seen" (LNS) 

No rating was assigned to three GED f o m  in the pre-screening period, because 

the copies were too faded to be legible. The missing ratings comprise approximately 1% 

of the total number of pre-screening period ratings, and less than 1% of the total ratings 

assigned in this study. No rnissing values occurred in the study beyond this. The Chi 

Square test for independence does not confirm the significance of the dEerences reported 

in Table 1 1 (x' = O, d. f. = 3, p > 0.05). The small numben in the expected frequencies 



cells suggest that significant findinys would be more Likely to occur than the alfa level 

indicates- 

Proportion of Simple With "Sexuai Assault" Entrance Conplaint 

GED forms which had entrance cornplaints of "sexual assault" automaticdy met 

the ratin3 criterion of "probable" for domestic violence, and were therefore rated as such. 

Semat assault documentation is I i i ted to the entrance cornplaint on GED foms. and a 

separate and more thorough documentation forrn is completed for sexual assault patients. 

In both periods of this study, however, only the GED forms were analyzed for domeaic 

violence. This is signïficant because these forms, rated as "probable" might have received 

a "positive" rating, if the documentation specific to sexual a s s d t  patients had been 

anal yzed . 

A total of 7 senial assault patient GED Foms were rated as "probable" for 

domestic violence in this study. with 4 sexual assault patients presenting in the pre- 

screening period, and 3 senial assault cases presenting in the screenins period (see Table 

12). In each period, the number of GED fonns specifying semal assautt comprise less 

than 1% of the total number of women presenting in each period. 



Table 12 
Yumber and Percentage of Sexud Assault Patients 

No. of Sexual Assault Total Women 
Patients 

Screening 3 0.62 % 485 

Smdv Total 7 0-71 % 99 1 



DISCUSSION 

Staff Participation in Routine Scmning Protocol 

A complete explmation for the low level of staff participation in the routine 

screening protocol is not known. Severai factors codd be considered. Some stafFmay 

have refrained from screening because they felt unprepared to respond to positive 

disclosures. StaEmay have retiained from screening because the issue of domestic 

violence raised personai issues for them They may have feared liability in cases where 

patients made disclosures. Physicians and admitting nurses may not have remernbered that 

they uere on screenùig shifts iftick sheets were not consistently attacheci to patient GED 

ioms. Conditions in the emergency department concerning workioad and scheduling may 

have darnpened staff  willingess to participate. 

As the tick sheets indicated, the moa muen t  banier to screening for triage and 

admitting nurses was statfdiscomfort with the task of screening. Reasons for a& 

discornfort will have varied. The triage location might have produced a significant level of 

discomfon. Compared to the work space typicdy allocated to physicians or admitting 

nurses. the triage area is exposed to the waiting area. A Iine up of prospective patients 

immediately behind the patient speaking to the triage nurse is not an uncommon 

occurrence, making pnvacy difficult to ensure. Correspondingly, the presence of relatives 

or fnends at triage represented the second most significant barrier to screening by triage 

nurses. If the location of triage screening was a significant source of discomfon to triage 
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nurses, it seems ironic that this group of professionals screened more patients thm both 

admitting nurses and physicians in the study. Considering this it seems unlikeiy that their 

location was the main source of discodort with the routine screening protocol. 

Staff participation may have been impeded by the barriers already descnbed in the 

literature review of this report. The view that routine screening for domestic violence is 

disrespectfùl of women's pnvacy and inappropriate questioning for emergency medical 

staffwas expressed by several emergency nurses, and is a view that has nirfaced in other 

emergency department midies (Tilden, 1989; Kurz & Stark, 1988; Warshaw, 1989). It 

also appears likely that on some occasions, patient load and an extremety rushed Pace of 

work reduced the pnority of domestic violence in the HSC emergency depanment, a 

second barrier to screenhg addressed in the iiterature (Momson, 1988). 

Finally, staff may have refiained nom participating in the study if they percieved it 

to lack authority and face validity. At the physicians' training session, and at two nurses' 

training sessions, some staff-persons voiced concem that the study did not seem to be an 

etfective way of eaabîishing the prevdance of battered wornen presenting to the 

emergency department. They had wronsJy assumed that this was an objective of this 

research. When the researcher infonned them that this study was not aiming to establish 

the rate of domestic violence presentations to the department, and indicated that she 

would not be disclosing the specific objectives of the study, some staff-persons seemed 

dissatisfied with the quantity of information they were being given. If this was the case, 

they may not have klt " d e "  participating. Their own hypothesis-guessing may have led 

them to suspect that they would be in disagreement with the study's hypothesies. In 
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addition, since the researcher- with mdent status, ùitroduced the research as a non- 

employee of the hospitai, the research may have appeared to be incidental and unimportant 

to staff 

Domestic Violence Detection Evident in GED Forms 

Given the rate of stafF participation in the mutine screening effort, it is not 

surprising to find that dEerences in "positive" ratinss are minimal between pre-screening 

and screening penods. As previously aated, physicians only screened 5.2% of the totd 

number of women they could have screeneâ, and andysis of the GED forms relied most 

heavily on physicians' "history and physical" notes, which compriseci the majority of 

information on the GED forms. WhiIe this percentage may represent an increase over the 

level of screening typically carried out by HSC emergency physicians it indicates that their 

screening practise for domestic violence was not "routine", and probably not significant 

enough to cause a large increase in domestic violence documentation on the GED forms. 

The s m d  trend towards an increase in adequate, "positive" documentation of 

domestic violence in the screening period appears to be consistent with the literature 

review earlier in this report, which concludes that routine screening is essential for 

adequate detection of domestic violence. The issue of domestic violence was given 

increased visibility throughout January and February, 1997, as domestic violence training 

sessions for staff, staEmemos, and signs posted drew attention to the study and the 

problem. Tick sheets circulating with fernale patients charts on designated screening days 

indicated t hat 1 6 women disclosed domestic violence. The researcher responsible for the 
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study was physically ptesent in the emergency department for bnef periods, several times 

throughout the screening period. One might speculate that increasing the visibility of the 

issue of domestic violence rnight lead to a marked increase in domestic violence detection 

in the GED forms; but this was not what occured. Consistent with the views expressed in 

the titerature, detection of domestic violence as evidenced in the GED forms, remained 

low in the absence of a legitimate routine screening practise. Further research is 

necessary, however, to confimi any causal relationship routine screening and increased 

domestic violence detection in the HSC adult emergency department. 

Apart korn the fact that the trend towards increased documentation of domestic 

violence was minimal, the Iow rate of domestic violence documentation evidenced in both 

periods merits consideration in and of itself. Does the lack of domestic violence 

documentation in both periods reflect a low prevelance of domestic violence in the female 

adult population presenting at the HSC adult emergency department? A rate even close to 

1% contradicts a substantial body of research which suggests that battering is a leading 

cause of injury to women (Chez, 1988; Stark, Flitcraft and Frazier, 1992; Pressman, 1989; 

Kurz & Stark, 1988; MacLeod, 1987, pp. 6-7). One would du, suspect that the 

prevelance of domestic violence is higher than the 1% currently documented, since data 

tiom the tick sheets indicated that 13.4% of women screened for domestic violence 

indicated it was a problern for them. In addition, the substantial level of pre-screening and 

screening GED forms rated "probable" and "suggestive" seems to support the view that 

low levels of detection are unlikely to reflect a low prevalence of domestic violence among 

femaie patients in the department. 
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A second question &ses from these findings. 1s the lack of domestic violence 

documentation a reflection of inadequate recordmg on the part of physicians and other 

staff who make entnes on the GED fonns? Perhaps domestic violence is being detected at 

an appropriate rate although it is not being documented in the GED forms adequately. 

HSC corporate domestic violence policy requues staff to "...document on the Medical 

Record the details of the (domenic violence) assessrnent and interventions. .." (see 

Appendix A). In addition, the policy requires staffto record a "...diagnostic statement 

indicating partnerfelder abuse when supported by the explanation given by the patient, or 

(record) suspected abuse by partnedfamily when explanation aven by patient is 

inconsistent with injuries" (see Appendix A). 

A third question arises concemiag the rate of domestic violence documentation. 

Does the low rate of domestic violence documentation reflet a correspondingly low rate 

of domenic violence detection in the emergency department? 1s it possible that even 

thou& tick sheets accompanying patient documentation indicated 16 women were coping 

with domestic violence in some way, staff responsible for documenting domestic violence 

on GED fonns failed to detect it as a problem for their patients? Perhaps the study's 

reliance on the GU) fonns to the exclusion of nurses' documentation was partly 

responsible for the low rate of detection uncovered in the study. A higher rate of 

disclosure may have been found if nurses notes had been included in the analysis. It is 

possible that disclosures reported to nurses, were not documented by physicians on the 

GED form. 

Additional questions remain in view of the low rate of domestic violence recordai 
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in GED €omis. How effective is the curent HSC corporate domestic violence policy in 

the adult emergency department? To what extent is the policy shaping domestic violence 

identification and "treatrnent"? What process is in place to monitor the effect of the poiicy 

on practise'? What indicaton cunently provide some bais for evaluation of the domestic 

violence policy? Has the current policy been impiemented to its fullest potentiai? Has any 

sustained difference in detection and "treatment" of domestic violence resulted fiom the 

introduction of the HSC corporate domestic violence poiicy in the emergency department? 

If the current poiicy fails to translate into appropriate staff detection of domestic violence, 

then policy conceming staff response to domestic violence (ie. documentation. referral, 

nsk assessrnent) wiil be equally impotent. 

Rate o f  Re feml  to Department of Social Work 

The hding that no domestic violence referrals were made to the Department of 

Social Work dunng the screening period does not necessarily indicate that referrals to 

patients were not offered. It is possible that patients declined referral offers made by 

emegency naE However, the rate of referral reponed in this study raises questions 

about the working relationship between the social work and the emergency department. 

.Are emergency stafffamiliar with the hospital social work resources available to them? 

Are social workers accessible to assis emergency stakFin responding to domestic 

violence? Does the absense of social work statf &er 1 700 houn play a role in the low 

rate of emergency refeds to Social Work? The rate of screening in the screening period 

was infkequent, and it is not possible to ident* even preliminary associations between a 
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routine screening protocol and impact on the Department of Social Work resources. 

Cornparison o f  Winnipeg and Vancouver Findiags 

Three possible explanations for the ciifference in rates of domestic violence 

detection between Vancouver (6.4% of its screened sub-sample) and Winnipeg ( 13 -4% of 

its screened sub-sarnple) could be advanced. First, perhaps Winnipeg staff, who did not 

screen as a matter of routine practise, were more likely to screen those fernale patients that 

raised their suspicion of domestic violence. Second, there may have been a greater 

number of women experiencing domestic violence presentïng to the Wuinipeg HSC 

emergency department, than to Vancouver Generd Hospital's emergency department. 

Third, the increase in positive responses to screening compared to Vancouver might be 

caused by the most sigdlcant methodological difFerence between the two studies. 

Perhaps the tearn effort involving HSC triage nurses, admining nurses and physicians who 

participated in the screening was more effective in increasing domestic violence detection, 

than the Vancouver screening protocol which retied on triage nurses alone. It is 

interesting to note that even with fewer women screened in Winnipeg (24.5% compared to 

59.4 % in Vancouver), a higher rate of domestic violence experienced by women was 

detected in Winnipeg, compared with Vancouver. 

DifEerences in staff participation between Winnipeg and Vancouver may have 

been due to dserences in the financial and human resources underphhg the studies. 

While Winnipeg aafhceived the maximum number of inservices to prepare them for 

participation in the research, it is possible that more training, idormation or resources 



were needed for staff to fiel codonable participating. The research into routine 

screening in Vancouver was tùnded by Health Canada (Project # 4887- 10-9 1/ 1 1 7) as a 

demonstration project for other hospital ernergency depanments across Canada. The 

routine screening protocol in Vancouver was launched by employees of the hospital's 

Domeaic Violence Program Dr. Anton F. W e l d  (Mû, FRCPC), the principal 

investigator in the research, is Assistant Protéssor, Division of Emergency Medicine, 

Department of Surgery. Kathieen Mackay (MSW), a staff social worker, was an integral 

part of the routine screening research, dong with psychologist Deborah Hotch ( Ph-D). 

Their smdy of routine screening was part of a larger nidy wnducted by the hospital's 

Domestic Violence Program, entitled, Identification Assessment. Care. Referral and 

Followvp of Women Ex eriencin~ Domestic Violence Who Corne to the Emerszency 

Department for Treatment (Grunfeld, Hotch & Mackay, 1995). In contrast, the Winnipeg 

study of routine screening was largely initiatecf by the researcher, in affiliation with the 

Social Work Department and under the direction of the Department Director. As student 

and non-employee of the Health Sciences Centre, the non-tùnded research project may 

have appeared unimportant to HSC staff. While the Winnipeg research relied on a smaller 

number of people to launch the project, considerably more physicians and nurses were 

invited to participate in screening, in cornparison with the Vancouver midy, which only 

used triage nurses. 

Conclusion and Recommeadations for Further Research 

Data fkom the tick sheets seems to point to the value of a routine screening (and 
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documentation) protocol for d e t e h g  domestic violence. A substamial level of domestic 

violence ( 13.4% of women screened) was detected when 1 19 women were screened for 

domestic violence, and the* responses were immediately documented by the staff person 

who asked. Conversety, documentation nom the 99 1 GED toms analyseci produced very 

little evidence of domestic violence detection in the HSC adult emergency department. 

Documentation of domestic violence on the screening period tick sheets did not translate 

into documentation of domestic violence on the GED forms, analyzed in both periods of 

this study. While a statistically signincant trend towards positive documentation of 

domestic violence was evident in the screening period, the fact remains that only 

approximately 1% of foms documented domestic violence in both penods of this study. 

When evidence of domestic violence was represented in the GED fotm documentation, it 

was typically vague and timited (6.1 % of GED foms met the criterion for "probable" and 

1 6.8% met the criterion for "suggestive"). 

Nuning staff identifid "not cornfortable" as the greatest barrier to routine 

screening, and physicians generally ignored this aspect of the study, identifjmg no barriers 

preventing screening. No domestic violence referrals were made to Social Work during 

the routine screening period. Sunilarly, the extra support for emergency stagarranged 

through Osborne House was reduced half way through the screening period due to a lack 

of use. A total of 59.4% of women were screened in the Vancouver study of routine 

screening, and 6.3% of this total reported that domestic violence was a problem for them. 

In Winnipeg, only 24.5% of the women were screened, however, 1 3 -4% of those screened 

indicated that domeaic violence was a problem for them. 
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Several questions remah which might be addressed through qualitative research at 

some future time. What factors cause the level of domestic violence documentation in the 

GED forms to remain low? Do those study days containkg no "positive" documentation 

of domestic violence have anything in common that might explain the lack of 

documentation, or were there coincidentally no female patients coping with domestic 

violence presenting during those times? Would supportive s e ~ c e s  from the social work 

department or other women's groups in the community, be helpfid in increasing detection 

and treatment of domestic violence in the department? What kind of back-up assistance 

would be most helptùl? Is there evidence of domestic violence detection and treatment 

that has not been acknowledged by this study? What could be done to strengthen 

emergency services to femaie patients who are threatened by domestic violence? Finally, 

how do nurses and physicians see the problem of domestic violence fitting hto their heaith 

care delivery? Do they see a role for themselves in this area? Would nurses and 

physicians be open to a routine screening protocol tirniteci to female patients presenting 

with unexplained injuries? How cornfortable are they in carrying out the HSC's corporate 

policy on domestic violence? Do the sarne barriers that prohibit routine screening impede 

the implementation of the domestic violence policy in the department? Qualitative analysis 

focussed on staffresponses to these questions might be useful in the creation of conditions 

that encourage and support staff in their work with domestic violence. 

Without investing a large amount of time, emergency triage nurses, admitting 

nurses and physicians can offer women who aruggie with domestic violence appropnate 

care when they present in the department. Asking directly and routinely about domestic 



violence helps to penetrate the isolation frequently experienced with abuse, and 

communicates t hat ot her women also experience the problem of domestic violence. 

Documentation of domestic violence provides legal evidence t hat may prove invaluable. 

Safety assessment for victimized women and their children communicates concern and 

provides tangible assistance. Information sharing about one or two potentially helptùl 

resources allows women to access a more comprehensive level of assistance at a ftture 

time. These seMces help to ensure that women who live with domestic violence will not 

expenence emergency health care as indifferent and irrelevant to their health. 
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APPENDCX A 

BEALTH SCENCES CENTRE (ESC) CORPORATE DOMESTIC VIOLENCE 

POLLCY 



2.1 Pu+ner/elder abuse i. d8fiii.d u phyrical injury, 
sumal assault, r i o t i o m l  huurwrit, f inu ic ia l  
exploitation, .nd t î w m 8 t s  of badily h.ri t o  ury adult  
from a s ignif icant  o t h u  rrgudLeas of relatiotmhip. 

3.1.1 identify anâ ~ 8 . 8 8  the of -. 
3.1.2 provide -.diate c u e  u r.quir.6. 
3.1.3 n u e  the 8-• anâ v u f f y  the ikur vith tâe 

patient. 
3.1.4 provide inf o-tion abeut p u t n u / e l d u  abuse 

and r w i e v  option8 of tollw-up according to the 
f olloving procdure  . 

3.1.5 consult the D8putmuit of Social  Wotk. 
3 1.6 respect t àa  pat ient  ' s decision regudinq follov- 

"P - 
3.2 If a s t a f f  m-r, uhosuspects r k u o o f  a p a t i m ,  f s  

unable to follov th8 protocol thr staff rrikr w i l l  
refer the pat ient  t o  8 Mead Nursm/Deputamt Ha8d ubo 
w i l l  complet8 th8 protacol. 

3 . 3  A l 1  health cate profession8ls w i l l  document on the 
Xaâical Record t h e  dera i l s  of th8 8ssesri.nt urd 
interventions (Policy 30.30.30). 

4 . 0  P R O c t n ~ : r . l  Tb8 health car@ profess ionr l l r  responsibUity is to: 

4.1.1 fnterviav the patient atone, nota Vie b.hrviour8 
of the abuse6 perron and docuiutt the entranca 
cornplaint, a l 1  interventions uid outcons  o f  the 
interventions. 

4.1.2 Document thr khaviour  of the partnrr o r  rdult 
telacive in  casa o f  elder abusa. 



Reviev with the p.tient h i s / h u :  

4.2.1 F a i t  soc i a l  and w d i c r l  h i s t o y .  

4 . 2.2 P u t  incidents of f u i l y  violence. 

The physical  . r u i n 8 t i o n  uiU inchde: 

4.3.2 Co8plete Body Diagram ( f orr 005S4 5) . F o r n  u e  
aua i l ab le  in the ûoaestic Violence Rarource 
I n f o r u t i o n  on each unit. 

4 - 3  - 3  Comphteâ requis i t ion  fo r  a Wedical Phatograph 
(Poli y 30-40.30) if de- appropriate. 

There shall k 8 diagnostic s t a t a e n t  indicat ing:  

4 -4. 1 P a r t n u / e l d u  abuse -en supported by 
erplanation given by the patient. 

4 - 4 . 2  Susprcteâ 8b-• by p u t n r r / f a i i l y  uhen 
exp lma t ion  given by p a t i u i t  is inconsistant  
vith i n j u r i e s .  

Realth case prafessionals  vil1 k ruponsible for: 

4 .S. 1 Call ing SecWity i f  the presence of th8 
"signi f i c a n t  a t h u œ  places the patient/staf f a t  
risk. 

4 . S. 2 Treating the in ju t i a s  as appropriate  according 
t o  profess ional  practice. 

4 . 5.3 Providinq resource information, legal  
information, s e  s h d t u  information and 
counsrlling services to the prtiutt. 

4.5.4 Requesting ussis tance fcom Securi ty +O help th. 
pa t i en t  to a l 1  the policy i f  the patient vant8 
chargas to k laid. 

4.5.5 Assis t ing  th8 patient t o  accass resourcrs  t a  
~ r o v i d e  ~ r o t 8 c t i o n  for chi ldren K h i l d  and 



4.5.6 lnforaing p.rtnu/signfficmt o t h u s f f u i l y ,  if 
reques td ,  ta.t p a t i u t t  vil1 nake d i r e /  
indirect contact uith thri rqudinq t8e 
dacision t o  return/not to rmtutn h o n .  If t à u e  
is 8 ri- of b.rr ta pationtfitaff, cal1 for 
ass i s tance  from S.curity. 

4.6  If th. patbnt pl- to rottun Co the abusive 
situation, sta f f  vil1 k rmspon8ible for :  

4.6 .  i completing a Rfsk Assessnnt vitâ the patient. 

4 -6.2 ~ e g o t i a t u i g  r protaction plan for the patient 
and depanduit f d l y  8ubus Ut includu: 

talephono numbus for .rie shrltum 
0 plan of escape 

location o f  transportation ioney (im. taxi, 
bus, etc.) 



OUTLINE OF PREVIOUS HSC DOMESTIC VIOLENCE TRAINING SESSIONS 



3. H.S.C. Corporroc poliy 



APPENDIX C 

ROUTINE SCREENING QCTESTlON 



Domatic Violence Scmning Question 

There are several ways to ask patients whether they are experiencing abuse or 

violence. The Vancouver study required use of the fotiowing question: "We know that 

violence is a problem for many women, so we routinely screen al1 women for abuse or 

violence in theu tives. 1s this a problem for you in any way (Grunfeld et al, L994)?" i 

recommend the following question for use in this study: "We know that violence at home 

is a problem affecting the health of many women, so we r o u ~ e l y  screen al l  women for 

abuse or violence in their lives. 1s this a problem for you in any way?" 

Additional Questiooing 

Additionai questions may be deemed appropriate in situations where abuse is 

suspected. "The injuries you have suggest to me that someone hit you. 1s that possible 

(Hotch, G d e l d ,  Mackay, & Cowan, 1995, p. L l)?" "Has anyone hun you (Hotcb et al, 

1995, p. I I)?" While these questions may be appropriate in some cases, it is 

recommended that they do not substitute for the routine screening question recommended, 

for the purposes ofthis study. 



MPENDCX D 

GEMRAL EMERGENCY MICUMENTAllON FORM 





MPENDIX E 

DOMESTIC VIOLENCE TICK SHEET AND CNSTRUCTION SEEET 



I .  Triage Nurse 

Acuity Lyiguage Reiative Not Too Orhzr Cornmats 
5- Pfesnit C o d o ~ a b k  BIUT 

2. Mmitting Nurse (only if DV question not asked by Triage Nurse - see above) 

3 - Physician (only if DV question not asked by Triage or Admitting Nurses - see above) 

If DV Quatim Nol Asked 
t h n  Reason Nb# Asked 

Acuity Lanpge Relative Not Tm 0 t h  1 Commeats 
Barri- b n t  Cornfortable Buss 



Instructions for Use of Tick Sheet 

1. Routine Screeninn Ouestion for Al1 Female Patients 
"We know that violence at home is a problem affecfing the heaith ofmany wornen, so we 
routhely screen al1 women for abuse or violence in their üves. 1s this a problem for you in 
any way?" 

How to Record Res~onses on the Tick-Sheet 
If women respond with "no", please check the box under "DV=NOW. If women respond 
with "yes", please check the box under "DV=YESm. Pkwe rcfmin f'mm fming out tick 
sheets while patients a n  present. 

Record Responses According to Ploféssional Role 
If you are a triage nurse, please record responses to screening (or your reason for not 
asking the screening question) in the section under "Triage Nurse". Similarfy, if you are 
an a d m i h g  nurse or physician, please record responses or reasons for not screening, in 
the appropriate section. 

How to Determine Whether Patient Has Been Screened 
Simply glance at tick-sheet. If either the triage, admitting nurse, or physician has checked 
off a response to the "DV Question", no m e r  screening is rquired. Conversely, if the 
tick-sheet indicates your patient has not yet been asked the screening question, please do 
so, recordmg the response on the tick-sheet. 

I f  the Screenina Ouestion Was Not Asked 
The expectation is that every woman will be screened for domestic violence once in their 
visit to the emergency department, preférabiy as early in their visit as possible. If it was 
not possible for you to screen a female patient for domestic violence, please check one of 
the boxes in the section marked "if DV Question Not Asked", indicating the reason 
screening could not take place. Ignore this section if the tick-sheet indicates screening has 
been completed. 

Definitions of Reasons DV Ouestion Could Not Be Asked 
Acuity - the patient was not screened because her life was in immediate danger 
Language Bmier - the patient was not screened due to dEculty communicating in the 

patient's language 
Relative Present - the patient was not screened because a relative or friend insisted on 

remahhg with the patient 
Not Cornfortable - the patient was not screened because the staperson was too 

uncornfortable with the task of asking the screening question 
Too Busy - the patient was not screened because other demands on the staff person had 

to take priority so that screening was not possible 

Your cooperation in this research is sincerely appreciated. Please forward any questions 
or concems to Ianice DeFehr, ph. 783-0275 



DISCLAiMER PRESENTED AT STAFF TRAINING SESSIONS 



ï h e  purpose of this research project is to measure the effect ofa routine 

screening program for domestic violence, for fernale patients preseming at the Heaith 

Sciences Centre (HSC) aduit emergency department. 

Routine screening will require s t a f f  tirne. The screening question is 

brief: "We know that violence at home is a problem afilecting the heaith of many women, 

so we routinely screen al1 women for abuse or violence in their lives. 1s this a problem for 

you in any way?" 

[t is best to screen as early in a patient's emergency visit as possible, so that care 

can be efficient and appropriate throughout the patient's stay. However, in a case where it 

is not possible for a triage nurse to screen, the adrnitting nurse WU be responsible for 

screening the female patient. Similady, when neither triage or admitting nurses have 

screened a patient, the physician will be responsible for screening the female patient. A 

dance at the tick sheet accompanying each woman's chart will indicate if the patient has 

been screened on this visit to  the emergency department. If it was not possible to  screen 

the patient, staffwill be asked to indicate the bamer to screening with a tick or  comment, 

on the tick sheet. StaE may respond to women's positive disclosures as they have in the 

past, however, additional resources will be available to  assist staff in assessing risk and 

offering supportive counseiling- 

StafF participation in this study is to tdy voluntary, and staffparticipathg in 

routine screening of patients may withdraw from this responsibility at my Ume, without 

penalty. As uniai, staff may access the Employee Assistance Program if participation in 

this study raises personal issues. 



Only myselç and an assistant, Dr. David Willerns, M D., wiii be accessing data 

fiom general emergency documentation, and o d y  1 will access data on the tick sheets. 

Tick sheets are entirely awnymous, and any patient or staff names appearing on other 

emergency documentation wiii not appear in notes or in any other place in this researcb 

Data will appear in aggregate form only, and reportkg will be strictly statisticai. Analysis 

will be based strictly on quantitative methods. It will be impossible to identify any patient 

or staffpersons in the research report. Expectations for confidentiality outlined by HSC 

policy wili be observed at di times. Fidings fiom this research may be published. Again, 

if this should occur, it will be impossible to identify patients or  naE in any published 

report of the research findings. Data will appear in aggregate fonn only and reporting will 

be arictly statistical. 

This study has been approved by both the Ethics Review Committee of the 

University of Manitoba Faculty of Social Work, the Ethical Review Committee of the 

Faculty of  Nuning, as well as the HSC Impact o f  Research Review. This research 

comprises the thesis requirements of my Master of  Social Work degree. A sumrnary of 

the findmgs wiU be available on request. 

Janice DeFehr phone: 783-0275 Dr. Tuula Heinonen phone: 474-6457 
Student Researcher Student Advisor 



APPENDCX G 

MEDICM RESPONSE TO ABUSE: TWO-SIDED CiU2D 



P / W S M E N I :  
f .  A?.)ipuAihprvidtmiiprran? 
2. DiouA.kmwwhmpwnnow? 
3. Mueitlh? 
4. W u  h. abne w b&m? Mm? Ckw 

oe-? 
R &e dim w-? 
6. A t . @ i œ 8 ~ W ~ U a ~ ?  

... wo -2 

... Hm ri. M (wu d c r r d  (h. 

-WB? 
7. e o r w f d d a g a h g n s m r ?  
8. W R u e n ) i ( p u ~ v r ( k n ~ # ~ k i n  

hum MSC)? 




